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Travel director recalls
relaxed lifestyle in Brazil
Rv
Qllcnn Dell
By Susan
Pillow

Pacifican Managing Editor

I left by land one day, fighting
back tears, I went out into the world
m search of new adventures, new
"endships and new experiences. I
knew that I would have to face
omesickness, loneliness, and even the
possibility of failure, and always I
continued forward, trusting that I
would come to like that which
awaited me in my new world.
Mike Parks
A Folha de Ponte Nova, 1977,
Two years later UOP sophomore,
Mike Parks, can look back on those
words and reflect on the new worlds

Photo by Ann Miyoshi

he has found both in Brazil and in
Covell College.
Parks, the director of ASUOP
Travel Service, is a second-year
Coveliano with a remarkable sen
sitivity to foreign cultures which led
to his discovery of "the country of my
heart" in Brazil.
Selected by the local Rotary Club
in Gresham, Oregon, Mike lived in
Brazil during his senior year of high
school from August, 1976 to July,
1977.
Already fluent in Spanish, having
spent a summer in Mexico in 1975,
Mike took a quick course in Por
tuguese, but did most of his learning
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At 78, she's Jessie B's mom
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Pacifican Staff Writer

Zeta Salisbury

came to UOP one
1965 because she was bored,
er family was all grown, she had a
it of free time and she wanted to do
omethingwith her life.
She found that something at UOP
avin

, Ut,H>Ut tiru8 use and
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with those who
» I lie Moonies don't have
> >i»kjut»s that no one

where, at 78, she has been Head
Resident at Jessie Ballantyne for 14
years.
Before coming to Pacific, Mrs.
Salisbury always had jobs that in
volved people.
She has done
everything from being a teacher and
a 4H leader to working in T.V. and
radio broadcasting. As a result she

arm may not be that
TP is no pressure,:no
i st not to get people to
>rt they are made to give
ut for the freedom
y gain security,
rough it may sound,'' lie
'we ilo live in a
Miie, f rcodona is an incommodity. That is
>n has its role, and thatis
ufii at Ion Church has its
nfortunate aspect is the
,,l [xople for Moon's

in Brazil.
"You can take a Berlitz
Language course," he commented,
"but they teach you things like 'I
seem to have misplaced my pineap
ple,' not stuff you can really use."
Having become very close to a
Brazilian exchange student in his
hometown, Mike was particularly ex
cited about going to Brazil. He found
the people there to be "very warm
and friendly; very open and frank."
While in Brazil, Mike kept in
touch with his high school newspaper
in Oregon as a columnist, and after
translating one of his columns into
Portuguese for his Brazilian father,
he soon found the article printed in
the local newspaper in Ponte Nova.
In a composition written for his
Portuguese class in Brazil which also
appeared in a Brazilian newspaper,
Mike wrote (translated from its
original Portuguese):
"I learned to live as a Brazilian
lives, to think as a Brazilian thinks.
"I came to know soccer. I came
to know CARNIVAL! Costumes; the
drum beat, the samha; and it was in
the midst of all this madness that I
recognized a great truth—that my
land is this one, BRAZIL!"
Parks elaborates on the Brazilian
National Carnival which is, in the
United States, the Mardi Gras
celebrations. "Once a year, youTe
not responsible for your actions," he
observed.
"It is a four-day event during
which everyone in the country gets
drunk with the blessings of the
government. Everyone told me that
this is what keeps Brazil going. And
the samba (the Brazilian national
dance) and soccer keep Brazil alive."
Parks commented on the
Brazilian view of Americans. "They
think all Americans are rich," he
chuckled, "And they all asked two
questions: 'Do you use drugs?' and
'Are you prejudiced against Blacks?"'
He noted that no such problems
existed in the town of his Brazilian
parents, Ponte Nova, saying that the
city has absolutely no drug problem.
"Brazilians are much more
relaxed," he observed. "They don't

to 150 boys marched over to our
feels that her tolerance for people is
dorm for a panty raid. They carried
very broad.
Being a Head Resident has with them drums and a fire ex
tinguishers," she said laughingly.
allowed Mrs. Salisbury to continue to
"I really like the change that I
be surrounded by people.
have
seen," she said. "Anyone who is
"Pacific isn't really the same
old
enough
to go away to school,
place that it was when I first began
should
be
responsible
for their con
living in Jessie," she said. "1 was
duct."
really a parent to the girls.
The Head Resident of the all-girls
The girls were once required to
dorm said that girls live in Jessie
:heck in and out of the dorm in the
because they like the atmosphere.
:venings. There were specific hours
There
are now only two rules that the
hat they had to keep. "I even had to
residents
must follow: Men are only
,'heck their rooms to see that it was
permitted
in the halls on Sat. and
dean and that they were taking out
Sun. afternoon and no marijuana
:heir trash," she said.
^
When the rules were violated, smoking in the dorm.
There have been a lot of miscon
restrictions were put on the girls.
ceptions about Jessie and the girls
At that time a large majority of
the girls that resided in Jessie were who live there according to Mrs.
Salisbury. "I think that a lot of those
Latin Americans, because it was a
conceptions are because of the
University policy. "Latin American
restrictions placed on men," she said.
parents were very concerned about
Even though there are rules, they
their daughters," Mrs. Salisbury said.
don't
stop the guys from trying to get •
"I was solely responsible for these
to the second and third floor, when
girls. It was a tremendous respon
they are not supposed to be there.
sibility at that."
Sometimes I think the only thing that
After those first years here Mr.
tops sneaking into Jessie is winning in
Salisbury is amazed that she con
the Olympics," she said with a grin.
tinued her job in Jessie. I remember
In the last few years Mrs.
once that first year when about 100
Salisbury has developed a different
philosophy on running her dorm.
"Each of my R.A.'s have the respon
sibilities of the girls on each of their
floors," she said. "I want to know
everything thqt is going on in the
dorm, whether it is good or bad. I
hope that the girls think of me as an
adviser rather than a policeman."
lhere serves around
a round 18.000
18,000 Cpeople a
The girls in Jessie are welcome
month and is one of the best systems
into Mrs. Salisbury's apartment at
in the states.
anytime. "I want the residents to
Spiess, who is very involved in
think of the dorm as home," she said.
his job and has a deep interest in im
"I never go into a room that I am not
proving the lives of the disabled,
invited into. The amount of contact
speaks for them: "We want only
(Cont. back page, col. 1)
(Cont. back page, col. I)

worry about their problems. I started
wondering why Americans are so up
tight."
Parks dreams of returning to that
relaxed lifestyle, and yet speculates
that that dream might easily be
misplaced in the hectic rush of run
ning a travel agency, and completing
his triple major in Spanish, Political
Science, and Public Administration.
Indeed, there are
few places
where the travel director can go to
escape his job. "I have to be aware of
where my people are every day. I
check my calendar and think, 'well,
so-and-so is leaving Spain to go to
Italy today.'"
The United Airlines strike made
his job, and that of every travel agent
around the world, that much more
difficult. "Any airline that even has a
stop in the U.S. is affected," he ex
plained.
According to Parks, no new
reservations will be taken by United
until after June 9, "but we're 'protec
ting our clients through the end of
August."
By protecting, Parks means
making sure that the travellers will
get to their destinations. During the
strike this has meant spending several
hours per day on ttipjphone, trying to
make alternate arrangements for
passengers, and for Mike it has meant
several days of missed classes.
"Fifty percent of the time is
always spent dialing, and during the
strike, it has been more like ninety
percent. There have," he added,
"been some pretty tragic stories
about how people have been affected
by it."
He emphasized that it is not
United that is causing the strike, but
rather the machinists union which is
striking against United. "It's just a
really depressing situation."
Nonetheless, Parks remains op
timistic about his work. "Right now I
have all the business I can handle.
It's a big part of the (ASUOP) office.
"At times like this, with the strike
and a fuel shortage it's hard, but the
challenge is exciting."
When asked about services of(Cont. back page ' >1. 5)

llow-up
slowly Adjustment for disabled
UOP steps up services
Photo by Ann Miyoshi
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Hal Spiess is hard to find on
but he's there.
As Director of Enabling Services
IC 1°* 'j js' disabled students, he works all
per,.making adjustments in building
ans, and assessing the needs of
d students in terms of
^ramming and special services.
r°m his office in the basement of
h)W(>|| Health Center, he watches
da v.
v" the University's ongoing ad°
lied
•'f i
tnii-nt for the disabled.
«*" > Phe University's motivation for
AH
to be lb® c sudden interest in services lor the
it i in
by
... *ith d3 'Mieapped is compliance with the
'
b"ar\V0",rk« felines for federal funding. Under
tl°"
tra
* theee-year program terminating
irt ,m <*
the '980, the school will have to
,tions
"rrcct all architectural harriers in
"ri'('r to receive federal monies, a
stantial source of income.
th«
on
Spiess' part in all this is to help
^ comply with the standards,
;;iVs
J[csc«ly by overseeing architectural
th's»
' a,te. The important
word is "ac
r
add® i»'f> cess/at
th miitf
jo - nod1"^#
,
clarify what access problems
rJJ and how they exist at UOP, he
11>
y|it5
S,s Us to envision trying, from a
J 0"
>'chair, to get into the mam
rary to do research—like a norma
(ft"
Uclent- A non-disabled person has
"'"h'cp >'31/
1*' r , and
'rouble with the stairs, but a
iff
J ent confined to a wheelchair has
through a tedious process to get
v'a the back ramp.
be
jje' the
M any of these "atrchitectural
fer
"arr,•ers" exist at Pacific, expecially
He "Ider buildings. Even a lot of
pe
„. from

the
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A
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the new construction plans, such as
the Events Center, will now have to
he modified to accomodate special
needs.
According to Spiess, the Univer
sity's present policy is to
o
everything possible to help the
disabled.
.
One aspect of his job is working
out special programming, pander
the problems of test taking or those
who cannot write, or of studying
those with a sight problem.
A lot of equipment will now be
available for the .first time-and
Dublicity "ill be important in getting
the goods to those who need them.
Kill the disabled student aces the
, nf being "different, but Hal
hopes thaHhe future of UOP will see
a change in attitude.
UOP's program is one ol only
^rivaLohwiiHn.hosU.le, he
two
f i ycr" State schools are

o.her hems »t

USC S.^,,MSpiess
are ,ederi,"y

funded.

Sniess has
been involved in
h a s D<

h

,h- life for
f"<" the
the disabled
fight to upgrade
Trained as an elecfor many years.
teacher and
P

e n g i n e e ,r .,<Tict he was able
c»6—educational
J, disabled stui°
education had been
wh« .
dents/
m ted in the past by
severely limireu ••• - ^ of ac_
inadequate
, atlitudes

Food Service manual;
a first by Fairbrook UOP's food service director, Paul
Fairbrook, has written and published
the first and only book on university
food service.
"It's something I've always wan
ted to write," says Fairbrook of the
"College and University Food Service
Manual."
jf From the start of his career in
1954 as Director of Food Services at
Northern Illinois University Fa.rbrook says he's been aware of a need
for a comprehensive book on the sub
ject.

When

he

received

an

ad

ministrative leave grant from the
National Association of College and
University Business Offices, Fair
brook spent three months in his
mountain cabin during the spring of
1977, putting together an outline for
the book.
There is no reference in the book
to Fairbrook's current position at
UOP, but Fairbrook, who has been
working at the Stockton campus since
1965 commented, "Pacific has been
good to me, that's why the colors (of
the book) are orange and black."
The manual sells for $ 11.95.

caused them to be
of others whicn
ignojred.
cavs has made a
Stocktonenabling services,
start in Provld ng
-a-Ride system
For example, tne

A STEADY CROWD flowed through the new Advanced Campus Elec
tronics Store during its Grand Opening. Aside from discounts on records,
tapes, and photo processing, there were prize drawings which included a
television set.

Inside this week

ttronic
ronic

C,,m^a,i0™h3

Grand opening

The latest in UOP sports;
baseball, soccer and tennis.
See pages 10 and 11.

The University of the
Pacific jazz band recently
released an album entitled
"The University of the Pacific
jazz band," director Tony
Kissane tells us more about
it. See page four.
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May 4,

No goodbye
from McCaffrey
For the final issue of the school year, my idea of a closing editorial
utas a sentimental, but not trite reflection on some of the changes which
have taken place on this small, somewhat isolated campus.
But that idea was shelved early this week when another, more power
ful issue surfaced: The administration s view of the campus press, or
more specifically, President McCaffrey s view of the Pacifican.
On Monday, I received an un-precedented phone call from the
president where he gave me some information on a new long-range plan
ning commission he was appointing. Before ending the conversation he
brought up an article on Jacy Showers in last week's Pacifican. He said
the article included some inaccuracies and offered to clear the matter up.
He subsequently sent to the Pacifican office some documents con
cerning Showers accusations that the university did not meet require
ments of the Education Act, Title IX, dealing with equality for women's
athletics. I told the President, respectfully, that I would read the docu
ments, talk to the author of the article, Kevin Bartram, and decide what,
if anything, to do about it.
After reviewing the documents with Bartram to check for any factual
errors and also placing a call to the U.S. Office of Education in Sacra
mento, I found there were no such errors. One document, which was ac
tually a photo copy of a newspaper column quoting the president, did,
however, indicate that one of Shower's comments was misleading. (The
comment challenged the president's integrity based on the column's title,
"Keeping Women in Their Place."} The title was clearly an attentiongetter and not an accurate reflection of the column's content.
Due to the nature of the article on Showers, who has resigned her
position with the athletic department, her quotes included evaluative
statements that she had every right to make as long as they didn't violate
the law. And in this editor's opinion, Shower's statements did not come
close to legal violation.
Further, the president has every right to dispute those statements
provided he stays within the framework of the law. In a phone call Tues
day to the president I politely informed him that I did not think the poin
ts he raised warranted a news article, but I suggested he write a letter to
the editor. He refused, and said it was "fine" if I chose to ignore his
comments on the matter.
But, just a few minutes later the president initiated another phone
call. Apparently angry, he said the idea about a letter to the editor was
absurd, and proceeded to tell me that a good reporter would have gotten
both sides of the story. He added that Showers' comments about the in
tegrity of the administration could justify legal action against her.
Trying to get at the specific comments that bothered the president, I
asked him to name one. He said the Title IX compliance date listed in
this story (July 21, 1978) was inaccurate. However, a call to the Office of
Education proved the date to be true, and also brought to light the fact
that enforcement of Title IX is done on a complaint-investigation basis.
The president continued his conversation, and just as I was about to
ask for his reply to an article in today's issue on the men's soccer coach,
he hung up the phone without closing his comments with a remark such
as "good-bye."
As editor-in-chief of the Pacifican and a person who has done her
share in communicating the "Pacific experience," through, among other
channels, a position with the UOP Public Relations department, I find
this treatment offensive, both professionally and personally.
In the interest of ethics, Pacifican staffers strive to treat all news
sources equally, including the president, thus the suggestion for a letter
to the editor. It is beyond my reasoning why that suggestion was balked
at. If an error is made in a story, it is the responsibility of the press to
correct that error. When a person disputes a news story or column based
on a difference of opinion, a letter to the editor can air that view and at
the same time maintain freedom of the press.
It is somewhat intimidating to receive a phone call from the
president of the institution at which you are attending, but as graduation
nears, this editor wants the president to know one thing: allegiance to
this university will not bring me to ignore either the negative or positive
aspects of UOP.
Sharon Fox, Editor-in-chief
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"If there is an energy crisis in this
country, Amtrak is not going to solve
it, the buses aren't going to solve it, the
airlines aren't going to solve it. You're
going to stop driving."

Brock Adams, Secretary of
Commerce, made this statement be
fore the Senate Commerce Surface
Transportation committee on March
5 of this year. His prospect of an
Energy crisis has now become a
reality, as any one who has looked for
gasoline on a Sunday recently can re
port.
Unfortunately, Mr. Adams'
proposed solution for the crisis is of

no value in solving it, but- his pro
posal does tell us something about
our present inability to deal with the
problem.
Official
discussions
of
automobile driving at all levels of
government, have taken on a
moralizing and Accusatory tone and
characterize virtually all driving as
capricious and wasteful.
Caftfornians are singled out for
special criticism as automobile lovers
increase their aimless wandering
behind the wheel with every warning
of mpending doom.
We are, in
short, immoral, moronic creatures
driving, blind and deaf, straight to
hell.
In contrast to this view, I would
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The Soviet Union has just pur
chased 400 minutes worth of com
mercial time with three of the
nation's major networks. The com
mercials are designed to solicit volun
teers for the new Soviet All Volunteer
Force (SAVF).
In the commercials it is argued
that because of recent actions taken
in Washington, "You're going to
have to fight, one way or the other. So
why not join the winning side?"
The SAVF also claims to offer
recruits more extensive opportunities
to travel, especially in the Navy
where specialized aircraft carriers
travel to just about anywhere they
want to.
Although there are no immediate
plans to draft females in the U.S., the
Soviet commercials warn women
that when pust comes to shove, "The
American forces are going to want all
the women they can get."
The commercial goes on to claim
that women will always be more
equal to men in the SAVF. In fact,
just to encourage women to join
now and avoid the rush, the Soviets
have created 200 command posts
available to women only.
American women will be
especially useful in these posts be

like to suggest that our automobile
driving behavior is both reasonable
and functional. Further, so long as
we characterize automobile usage as
something akin to sin, we will not
develop effective conservation
measures.
Steps to conserve gasoline must'
include first, some consensus that a
problem exists. We know from the
Northern California drought of 19761977 that great savings can be made
even in such an easily wasted re
source as water, but only when
people perceive an honest correspon
dence between the political rhetoric
of shortage and the data avaialble to
them.
Unfortunately, this is not the case
with gasoline. But, suppose there is a
shefrtage. If we are exhorted to stop
wasteful driving, we must be making
trips that we can identify as waste
ful—driving to no particular place
for no particular reason.
Yet, if we look at our usage we
may find that we are always going
somewhere, to shop, to visit relatives,
to go to class, to vacations, and so on.
The exhortation to "stop gas guz
zling" is, as such, worthless.
So what do we do? Every student
irt Behavior Change I knows by now
that accurate feedback and praise de
fine the route_ _to_ changing
behavior, not exhortation, criticism
and insult.
We should recognize and praise
positive changes such as the dramatic
move to use of smaller cars and the

cutback in the rate of increase in
gasoline consumption.
We should give feedback on the
amount on gasoline usage, by city
and county, so we can see when we
are successful in saving gasoline.
And we should prompt ourselves to
feel good about our accomplishment.
We should place a priority on
disseminating cheap, practical ideas
on saving gasoline. We should rear
range the individual incentives for
saving gasoline, why, for example,
should a person who uses no gasoline
during the work week be further
denied the pleasure of going away for
the weekend because of closed gaso
line stations?
Why, for example, should we ex
pect people to drive 55 miles per hour
instead of 65 to save gasoline when
the amountinvolved is literally im
perceptible to the individual driver,
while the time saved in driving faster
is immediately apparent?
In brief, even at present prices,
there is no reward for saving
gasoline, no premium placed on
thinking of ways to save it, and no
way to know when we have saved it,
and perhaps not even a reason to.
There is a reward for using gasoline
in terms of commerce, friendship,
education and pleasure. It is a mis
take to enter this situation, as our
federal officials have, with insult and
contempt,
characterizing
the
California driver as a beer guzzling
drunkard, beyond health and hope.
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Recruitment for the draft

Using incentive to conserve gas
By Martin Gipson
Professor of Psychology
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cause most of them are on the north
Siberian coastline where most of the
Soviet citizens already seem to be
hopelessly susceptible to "foreign
ideas.
ACROSS THE NATION

The American Communist Party
has also initiated a massive ad cam
paign calling on all youths to avoid
the draft. The Party is advising
youths that the best way to do so is to
join the Communist Party because,
"There are a few good men that the
Army doesn't want."
STATE WIDE

Members of the California
Association of Private Institutions of
Higher Learning (CAPIHL) are fin
ding the new draft system en
couraging. "We haven't been able to
meet our quotas of qualified ap
plicants either," explains the
association's president.
"The recent actions of the
Congress and the White House will
clear the way for us to initiate our
own system of conscription. I think it
shows that people are finally starting
to realize that democracy just doesn't
work.
LOCAL REACTION

For the first time in the school's
history, UOP president Stan McCaf
frey and ASUOP officers agree with

Six sub-con
force have been
these issues: t
advising, se"
selection or ru
ownership and I
Each of the
met this spring,

each other! Both have come on
against the draft.
President McCaffrey issued
press release which said, "1 (jor/t
think it's necessary. If the Marines
and the Navy can't meet their quotas
of recruits, the two should merge. 1|
that doesn't work then in a coupled
years you can get rid of the Marines
and merge whatever's left wilt, |[lf
Air Force."
At the same time, ASUOP his
issued a pamphlet entitled "Hell No.
don't go," which suggests a numbs
UOP marc
of methods for avoiding the Draft.
have shed their
The pamphlet warns studc. in hopes that tl
that it will be extremely difficult to will help them 1:
prove insanity, but not impossible. J
Pledges a
One sure-fire method is to apply fori [currently for d
to Raymond-Callisoi ching band unif
transfer
College. At least four people have new uniforms
already done so this semester and two donations are I
others are still trying, despite the amount.
April 18 deadline.
"Many pec
In case the draft is extended In eyes regardless
include women, the pamphlet advises sounds," said
co-eds to get pregnant as soon as ching band dire
possible. If any girls have problems need for the uni
with this, they are advised to contact
"We want
the ASUOP office. "We're here to ooking unifom
help," explained one of ASUOP's top
executives.
The pamphlet also suggests that
students might try joining the
American Communist Party.
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Letters to the editor...

Thank you
Dear Editor:

We want to thank all of you at
UOP for paying repects to Mike, for
your
cards,
letters,
floral
arrangements, for Bonnie Hall's ar
ticle in the Pacifican, the telephone
calls, contributions and most honored
plaque in his name.
Mike was proud to bfe a part of
UOP, even through all the trials and
frustrations of (you guessed it) big

finals.
He was by no means a pe
person, but he did have a dedic
devotion to things he liked, 1°
friends and family.
We are proud of Mikes 'Iienl0^_ j
and feel an everlasting friendhip _
those who knew Mike and us.
Our most sincere thanks,
I
Pat, Mert and Sherrie Pattis°n
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Simonsen named alumnus of year

CD

Dr
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Edward Simonsen,

chan-

„f the Kern Communih,
has been named
..c of the Year of the School of
tlu<s n
f jucati° ^Simonsen, who received the
Saturday (April 28) at the
fr
0f Education Honors and i
, -iti°n Day luncheon, earned
caiueu a
from Parifio
1 Q17
IT.
\ degree from
Pacific in
in 1937.
He
been involved in education for
,»S
ft .
Ad t/oirr
than 40
years, starting
** as
«" a
a
P school teacher in Bakersfield
, ^.ncing to become pr,sident

C District,

Qf

v

i-. . .
Kern Communitv r„n
District f™96?7dTy CoU<W
3nd chancellor
1974
in

SaJa^a,Sit;,:

Professor award.

g

hed

The students, their home town
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pupil personnel services; Greg Clark,
J-odi, administration; Maria Corova, Stockton, bilingual/crosscultural education; Delmer Derrick,
Manteca, early childhood education;
at"Cia Fong, Richmond, school
psychologist, and Carrie Gill, Santa
Maria, multiple subject credential.
Also, Karen Humber, Stockton,
outstanding service to the Council for
Exceptional Children; Tamara Rurst

•

Stockton, School of Education
student of the year; Susan Kenmotsu,
Stockton, special education; Leannea
Mandell, Palo Alto, single subject
credential; Teresa Thomason, Fresno,
outstanding service to the Associated
Students of the School of Education,
and Carla Wright, Marina, outstan
ding service to the Student California
Teachers Association.

Relaxation program
Commission to look featured on KUOP
nto fraternity life
'Bakersfield College Irom 1958 to
(# He was named superintendent

a _

_

5

A task force commissioned to
judy various aspects of fraternity life
been appointed by Vice President
Student Life Judith M. Chambers.
it

The new fraternity life task force

j| review policies, procedures and
radices pertaining to fraternities

• determine what clarification or
1-J
TL~
• •
jvision is needed. The commission
also recommend guidelines and
icedures regarding the role of UOP

MikeAU{

raternities.
Six sub-coihmittees of the task
0rce have been established to study
Jen
jese issues: charters, staffing and
" Both have k
1 draft.
e 0IJi
dvising, self-governance, selfrn' McCaffrev
f|ection or rushing and pledging,
,wnership and finances.
- ^hlch
Each of the sub-committees has
"Wvs^y- If the Marines
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,mueet,heir^
tLT
two should
merge. If

is, T? a

' Work U,en in a coupleof
""' ** rid of the Marines
whatevcr s left wj,h thf
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'hich suggests a number
ir avoiding the Draft.
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a- extremely difficult to
ty, hut not impossible,
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»
Ruymond-Callison
least four people have
soth is semester and two
till trying, despite the
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he draft is extended to
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t pregnant as soon as
my girls have problems
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rffice.
"We're here to
ied one of ASUOP'stop

I so suggests that
y joining the
it Party.

American Colleges" and °U Wh°
listing; Mary Lo„ Campos Ckto"
^

•

lew

deliberations in the fall. When a final
report of the task force is complete it
will be presented to Chambers and
then to the president for approval and
implementation.
•Dr. B. Jan Timmons, com
munication arts professor, is serving
as chairperson of the task force,
which includes student, faculty and
administrative representatives.
Other members of the task force
are: Kevin Anderson, Alexis Atchinson, Kay Brinkmann, Steve Cecil,
Bruce Dini, Brad Dwan, Stanley
Green, George Howard, Tom Ken
nedy, Jesse J. Marks, Chris Maytnier,
Robert McMaster, Doris Meyer,
David Quon, Paul Richards, Ralph
Saroyan, Father Robert Silva, Dr.
Ray Sylvester and Greg Zatman.

. With finals approaching, many
UOP students will be under high
levels of stress and tension. To cope
with these problems Dr. Doug
Matheson of the UOP Psychology
department will be hosting two
programs featuring relaxation
techniques which will be aired on
KUOP-FM.
The programs include an infor
mative
interview
on
stress
management and a half hour
relaxation exercise. They will be
aired on KUOP Monday, May 7 at 7
p.m. and Tuesday, May 8, following
the station's regular coverage of the
Stockton Unified School District
meeting at approximately 11 p.m.

If you are considering becoming a
model, this is the book you should
read...then read again.
New trends in advertising, TV and fashion are
booming demand for models throughout North
America! The old restrictions of height, weight
and age are GONE. All typek are needed for
more than 1,000,000 model bookings which
will be made this year. In this fact packed
book, hundreds of the field's top leaders join to
give you realistic information on such topics as:
•Qualities need for each type of modeling.
•Modeling opportunities in YOUR state.
•The role of the model agency.
•Part-time modeling (while in school, married,
•or flying).
•Opportunities for teenage models.
•Modeling opportunities after 30, 40, or 50.
•Modeling for the short girl.
•Why some "beautiful" girls fail, while some
•"average looking" girls earn more than
•$50,000 yearly.
•Exactly how to get started—and keep going.
•Where to apply, to whom, exactly how.

Model's Handbook is absolutely guar
anteed to be the most complete, best
researched book since modeling
began, or your money back. Please
use order form below and order your
Model's Handbook TODAY, as this is
a limited edition—first come, first
serve.
Dear MGA,
2719'/2 LaClede
Dallas, TX 75204

100NEV TOONS:

THE SINGING TEU-A-GRAM CO.
41 West Yokuts, Suite 231 • Stockton, CA. 95207

(209) 952-1111
Monday through Friday 9 to 5

Enclosed is $7.95. Pleas send my copy of
Model's Handbook immediately.
Name
Address
City

-Zip

(Please allow up to 25 days for delivery. For
each copy enclose $7.95 or check or money or
der made payable to the order of Models Guild of
America or MGA.^

When it comes to student services,
Bank of America
offers a complete course.

20 % off

ANY ONE SHIRT
IN STOCK

>r...

If you're looking for the Sank that can do the most for you, you'll
be impressed with our credentials.
Wfe offer a complete range of student banking services: College
Plan® Checking, a wide variety of Savings Plans, and If you qualify,
Student BankAmericard® Visa® Instant Cash overdraft
protection, educational loans and more.
We also offer Consumer Information Reports to provide you
with the kind of straight-to-the-point facts you need to know about
banking Including, "A Guide to Checks and Checking, How to

University Boole Store
U.i.mit,
.
nmnj C....r
\
- Slock...,* CA »S21I • ««>

FADiresMay'l^ 1979

@ Ernies

Establish Credit," "Ways to Finance an Education!' "Rights and
Responsibilities: Age 18!' and more. You can pick them up free at
our branches.
You see, we figure the more you know about banking, the
more you're going to want to bank with the bank that can do you
the most good, both in school and after.
Quite a few Califomians ihink that's us. If you look over all we
have to offer; we think you'll agree.

Depend on us. More California college students do.
BANKOF AM ERICA'

FREE ICE CUBES

* 40 Different Imported Beers

na er
[fi<* M» *

IfflN*

Both programs will be repeated
May 14 at 7 p.m. and May 15 at 10
p.m.
Matheson, who has done exten
sive research and teaching on stress
management
and
relaxation
techniques, believes that learning to
cope with stress can help students to
improve their study habits as well as
their examination performances.
His research has also indicated
that relaxation Can help to minimize
stress related problems such as high
blood pressure, smoking and obesity.
Matheson will also be conducting
a course in relaxation techniques
during Intersession, which begins
May 23.

loon*ey toon, noun (loone toon) la: a Singing Tell-A-Gram b:
delivered theatrically anywhere, anyplace, anytime 2: a fun,
unusual and memorable means of expressing a special message to a
special person on any occasion.

added Priester.
Money can be pledged by
telephoning the Conservatory of
Music office at 946-2417.
Priester has other plans for the
marching band, including adding
more members, and especially those
not enrolled in the Conservatory.
"In the past, non-Conservatory
students have felt that the program
was not open to them. But it is, said
Priester. "It's an activity that stu
dents who have had experience
playing in their high school band get
involved in."

WINES & LIQUORS/

Pacific Telephone will offer Phone Center Store services at
the University Center from May 15 through 18. You will be able
to disconnect your telephone service and get a $5.00 credit on
your closing bill by bringing all of your modular telephone sets to
the satellite Phone Center. There will be a service representative
available to serve you from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
For those who don't have modular connections, or if you
plan on transferring your service to another location in town just
call the business office at 943-4000.

_

1/larching band sheds
old uniforms for new
UOP marching band members
iave shecT their 12-year-old uniforms
hopes that the current fund drive
(ill help them buy new ones.
.
Pledges are being solicited
jirrently for donations to the mar
king band uniform fund. Cost of the
uniforms is $ 190 each, and
ionations are being accepted in any
mount.
"Many people listen with their
yes regardless of how the band
ounds," said David Priester, mar
king band director, about the band's
seed for the uniforms.
"We want to have a tasteful
iooking uniform that is functional,"

END-OF-SEMESTER TELEPHONE SERVICES
ON CAMPUS!!

West

Manager
rtijintf1 „
B*r. w'"

+ 10% Discount on Cases
Beer, Wine & Liquor

(

• kegs
ir
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»ik

Good selection of spring waters
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**jS>
efUty
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Located at March

Bank o< America NT&SA • Member f^DlC

Ln.&Pershing
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in St. Mark's Plaza
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The Champ: an overdone remake
supporting est.

By Scott Cherney

Character*arem-

troduced, forgotten;end ^

Pacifican Staff Writer

face later without rhym

T„,opi.alloff,.he.nd,en«.»xpese
The one word I would choose to
sum

up

the

remake

of

THE

CHAMP is overdone.
If a filmmaker feels compelled to
re-do a film that has been previously
(and successfully) produced, I don't
feel such a project should be under
taken unless the story can be taken
from a different perspective, using a
fresh
approach,
and
having
something new to say on the subject,
a la INVASION OF THE BODY

ted to feel empathy for them
they're crying.

to Faye
above applies
well. Who is she? What
Dunaway as1
is
she? Why does
IS sner
—r she feel
her apLack of development makes

An interview with Tony 'Jazz Band' Kissane

By Sue Keenom

Tony Kissane has been director
of the University of Pacific Jazz Band
just four years', but already he has
managed to turn the group into one
of the most outstanding college jazz
bands on the west coast.
The band has recently released
an album entitled "The University of
the Pacific jazz band," which has
been in the works for the entire four
vcars Kissane has been at UOP.
The album contains 10 of the
jazz bands more popular selections
including "Way Out Wess," com
posed and arranged by Frank Wess
and featuring Hon Meza on trumpet
and Jon Nordgren on tenor sax. "So
Beautiful," composed and arranged
!>\ Tony Kissane and featuring Elinor
Nichols on flute and Tony Kissane on
piano, and "Pieces of Dreams" com
posed by

Michael Legrand and

arranged by Tony Kissane, featuring
vocalist Brenda Boston, Pianist Dave-'
Kriekson and trumpeter Art McGaw.
In a retent interview Kissane ex
plained how the album came to pass.
"A lot of people had asked us if we
had any recordings on file, of course
we didn't, so we looked into costs of
an album and the work that would be
involved and decided to go through
The entire cost to produce the
album vvas $809.00 which came out
ol a Conservatory fund. "Recordings
were taken from past concerts,"
Kissane said.

"The quality isn't as

good as if it had been recorded in a
studio, but we recorded in concert,
and I think that makes it special."
lie went on to explain how they
further cut down on production costs,

death at that.
The original version of this take
fit the era like a glove. In the thirties,
it was easier to swallow a premise
about a prizefighter who was the
so we couldn't. All soloists are listed heavy-weight champion, tossing the
"out of ten songs, five I arranged my
self, that cuts out royalities to
though."
whole thing away to raise his son and
According to Kissane any profit hitting the skids in the process.
ASCAP."
*
that is made from selling the 500 al
When asked if jazz band mem
To update this to the seventies
bums
at $5.0^0 apiece will go for
bers had any say as to what songs
and casting Jon Voight in the role of a
'future guest artists with the band.
would be included on the album,
downtrodden boxer is a double-fault.
"I have to say I am very proud of Credibility takes a holiday because
Kissane stated, "No, they did not."
how the album turned out," he con that innocence and naivete, so
He added, "There are a lot of songs
cluded.
that the band and myself would have
prevalent in past decades, is gone.
liked better, but the quality of the re
We can look back on it and sigh, but
cordings were not that good, so we
not recreate it, let alone attempt to
couldn't put them on the album," he
retain its spirit. We move onward,
went on to say "we picked the best re
and perhaps create anew.
cordings."
As far as Voight goes, he tries,
A feature that is noticeably
but he's doomed from the start. He is
missing from the album cover are the
grossly miscast for this role and that
names of the jazz band members that
fact can never be ignored in the span
perform on the album. Kissane ex
of the film. His efforts are not com
plains why, "They were going to be
pletely in vain, though. He has an ex
listed. We were going to put them on
cellent rapport with Ricky Schroder,
the back of the jacket, but there are so
who plays his son. This relationship
many names (about 50) that we
is meant to carry the bulk of the film,
would of had to leave off the names of
and the script does its best to trip it
the songs. Then we were going to
up. Schroder is called upon to call
xerox the list and put them inside the
Voight "Champ" seemingly every
album jackets, but they came sealed,
five seconds, and that wears thin real
quick. Also, the film would have us
to believe that he has such an ob
session with his father that he hangs
onto him like Linus and his blanket.
The UOP Jazz Combo will ap
One element that probably sold
THE CHAMP to the stockholders is
pear on KOVR's "Morning Scene"
the boxing. Voight begins to re-train
with Chet Castleman on Monday,
for his return to the ring. I thought I
May 7, at 9:00 a.m.
could hear Sylvester Stallone in the
The Jazz Combo consists of the
background yelling, "Yo! Dat sounds
following members from the UOP
like my movie!" While the original
Jazz Band:
Director Tony Kissane
CHAMP predates ROCKY by over
Jim Altizer - trumpet
Tony Kissane and the UOP Jazz forty years, the new version becomes
Florie Rothenberg - alto sax
Band
have worked hard to build a a near rip-off when it heads down this
Steve Snell - piano
dream
into reality and they have rea direction. Ironically enough, the film
> Graham Pollitt - bass
son
to
be
proud of their most recent picks up when it does. It still isn't
Mike Fitts - drums
accomplishment.
Paul Vaughn - congas
enough, though.
The combo was asked to appear
Missing from this sequence, as
Editor's note: The album is available well as with the rest of the film, is the
on the channel 13 program to
at the UOP Record Store and in the lack of an interesting and substantial
represent the UOP Jazz band's album
Conservatory office.
which was released March 1.

my jeans buttons,
his hot breath warming

The

University

of

Pacific

my belly,

Miniority Council recently held a

his cold knife pressing

poetry contest. The four categories in

against my throat,

which you could submit a poem

andI cried out.

were: "reflecting on one's own
ethnicity," "Open view of the third
world," "a man's view of today's

"Bitch," he hissed and
slapped me on thq mouth.

woman," and "A woman's view of

The blood trickled from my lips

her role in society."
The first place winner, Chris

and mixed with my tears in
dripping rivulets of sorrow.

Isaak is the recipient of a $100.00
prize and Kathryn Turner, the second

"Oh, God, please help me!" I cried

place winner will take home $75.00.

to the stars that shone above

A.

like dewdrops flung across the sky.

Larsuel

won

third place

and

But they glistened coldly
and heard me not.

$50.00.

'

"2 niggers went up to a Chinaman'
1 laic to thee old ethnic joke
Kicking half a million people with
A smile on your face
Pardon me if I don't laugh
But

Close to mine, his lips whispered softly
"Relax honey, and enjoy it."
He chuckled rudely at this own joke as
waves of nausea swept through me
andI retched.

1 used to be punch line

Minutes, hours, days later, he
Foreigner
place
rolled over. Smiling smugly, he
Second class citizen in a third class
Creasy fries almost buried me
Skid row spread its legs
And I pulled at my bootstraps till
They broke

buckled his belt and murmured,
"Be seeing you, Babe."
And turning away from the disarray
of his crime, he was gone.

Yeah 1 made it up the back way
The long grind
But even here
They hiss those same old jokes
Pardon me if Idon't laugh

Wipipg the blood from chin,
Icrawled to my jeans and
with shaking handsIput them on
and walked home.

But
I used to be a punch
Line foreigner.

Kathryn L. Turner
Chris Isaak

A California fantasy
By Diane Hantz

His fingers fumbled with

Pacifican Staff Writer

HIDALGO'S BEARD: A California
Fantasy by Conger Beasley, Jr.; An
drews & McMeel Inc.; 146 pages;
$5.95
California has long had the
reputation of being a place of the
bizarre, the fantastical, catering to
cults, sub-cultures, and, in short, a
place where anything is possible.
The setting of Conger Beasley's
Hidalgo's Beard is, appropriately
enough, southern California.
The
novel is an adventure story, a quest to
unlock the mystery of all time.
The book contains elements of
social satire, escapism, and the
surreal, but more than that it is the
story of a man trying to make contact
with himself and all other beings, his
search for the ultimate means of
communication.
The most profound element in
Hidalgo's Beard is the author's view

of the role stress plays in today's
society. Beasley deals with the stress
of going against the norm, of trying
to retain some sense of individuality
in a society th'at insists on conformity.
While some of us cope with stress
through meditation, and others wan
der off into the hills to commune with
nature, the book's main character,
Navvy Dypes, deals with stress by,
through sheer willpower alone, tur
ning himself into a fish and residing
at the bottom of a swimming pool in
Palm Springs.
Resisting pressures from his
father, doctors, and various other
characters, to leave his watery world
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As for myself, I couldn't ha<j.
It isn't that it is such a horrible ff|"
because it isn t. In fact, it's '
competent, it's just that it s
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ASUOPFilm: "A Star is Born"
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CAMELS
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i U. Cen. Theatre — 6:00
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Sr. Saxophone & Jr. Bassoon: Jeanne Cangemi and Sheila

rzs*"*

Smart Conservatory Aud. - 7:00 p.m.
Jr. Piano: Margo Cline - Conservatory Aud. - 8:15

f

p.m.
Saturday, May 5
UOP Dance Concert — Conservatory Auditorium - 8:00

discotequt

Line*1"*1*0
"Jessica whs
of th
nbler out
uger

p.m.
"The Playboy of the Western World" — Long Theatre -

during a re<

Further inve

8:00 p.m.

Ithat Jessicas M
Lome-Thatcher,.

Sunday, May R
Senior Art Exhibit — U. Cen. Gallery
Reg. Hrs.
ASUOP Film: "A Star is Born" — U. Cen. Theatre -

If the renown.

CassidyJESSICA S cc
to build
[million
lighting systems

3:00, 6:00 & 9:00 p.m.
Monday, May 7
Senior Exhibit — U. Cen. Gallery
Reg. Hrs.
Sr. Piano:
Jeanne Ishikawa Kimi — Conservatory
Auditorium — 7:00 p.m.
Jr. Piano: John Ballerino — Conservatory Auditorium 8:15 p.m.
Anthro Films:

"Sound of Running Water" — U. Cen.

Theatre — 9:00 p.m.
Tuesday, May 8
Sophomore Tuba & Jr. Fr. Horn: Marjorie Flanagan and
/ Matt Piatt
RAS Voice: Lynelle Frankforter — Conservatory Audi
torium — 8:15
UCPC Film Series: "The Hustler" — U. Cen. Theatre —
9:00 p.m.

Jazz combo

A Crime Against Women

Students win
poetry contest

bodily fluid.

not be alone in my
I may
but I'm not
opinions of this movie,
either,
exactly in the majority

The jazz band's latest venture
Pacifican Living Editor

<?<»000

thrOWaWay'

SNATCHERS.
In this "new" version of THE
CHAMP, the passage of time rubs
against the grain of the story,
resulting in a picture that we've seen
a million times over, and done to

The University of Pacific jazz band in concert

in

^

it. I suppose if one puts oneself
completely gullible state of mJ
can be enjoyed and the mov^'
can enjoy two-and-a-half h0Urf
crying, provided you have that

The

pearance

glahc<
first rath'
A1
to beThe v
in core

judging by the amount of w
and sobbing I heard while Wat?

Wednesday, May 9
Jr. Voice: Carolyn Gillespie — Conservatory Auditorium
— 7:00 p.m.
Jr. Piano: Misa Murakami — Conservatory Auditorium
— 8:15 p.m.
Rathskeller — Punk Bands — 9:00 p.m.
Thursday, May 10
Sr. Art Exhibit — U. Cen. Gallery — Reg. Hrs.
Film: 'After the Whale" — Faraday lecture Hall — 10:00
a.m.
All Campus B-B-Q — All Dining Halls — 4:30-6:30 p.m.
HAVE A NICE SUMMER!
$68^000 and $

ADCUT TOWN

and return to reality and face
society's problems like everyone else,
Navvy heads for Ensenada, Mexico,
where he is told he will find the
means to communicate with all
beings. Thus begins his fantasical
quest for the greatest of all powers,
the ability to communicate with all
creatures.
The ending is ambiguous, and
the reader is not exactly sure what
discovery Navvy made, if any. In
fact, the reader is left with the im
pression that, like Dorothy waking up
in Kansas, Navvy discovers that his
journey was all a dream, and finds
himself back at the bottom of the
swimming pool in Palm Springs.
As to the particular genre of
literature, Hidalgo's Beard is a dif
ficult book to categorize. Beasley
defined his novel as "magic realism,"
as the places and characters are
recognizable with elements of the
fantastic thrown in.
In a telephone interview with the
author, Conger Beasley stated that he
did not have The Wizard of Oz in
mind when he wrote the end of the
novel. He added that he intended all
the adventure to have happened to
Navvy during the course of his jour-'
ney to Mexico, and purposely left the
ending ambiguous.
Beasley has written a total of five
novels, of which Hidalgo's Beard is
his first published work. Beasley is
currently working on a collection of
short stories all in the same genre of
Hidalgo's Beard.

All in all, Hidalgo's Beard
provides an interesting insight into
the realities of today's society and
one's own existence.

Dance concert
University of the Pacific's per
forming dance group, The Pacific
Dance and Electric Company, will
present its first major concert on
Saturday May 5.
The 8 p.m. event in the Conser
vatory of Music Auditorium will be
open to the public. The price will be
$1 for students and $2 general ad
mission, with tickets available from
the Athletic Department Box Office,
members of the company and at the
door the night of the event.
Choreography for the production
will be by UOP dance instructors
Karen Friend Bradley, Barbara
Ubaldi, Mary Hunt and Lauralee
Gehrke. There also will he original
student works in the show, which will
involve 27 dancers in modern dance
tap, ballet, folk and jazz works.

Art exhibit
A collection of works by third
year students in University of the
Pacific s Bachelor of Fine Arts degree

P'e seating f(

Phoenix, Arizona, Lyn Smith-Smith
of
Stockton,
and
Kimberh
Machamer of Ventura.
An exhibition reception >s
scheduled for 7 to 9 p.m. tonight
Hours for the exhibit are 12 noon®
4:30 p.m. on Mondays, Wednesday
and Fridays; 7 to 9 p.m. on Tuesday'
and Thursdays and 12 noon to 1P®
on Saturdays.

Recital
Senior

Jeanne

Cangemi

0

vatory Auditorium.

Mad magazine
The Dick DeBartolo
slide
MAGAZINE 25th Anniversary sl
urda)''
show will be presented on Satu'
Warrf
May 12 at 7:30 p.m. in the ^
AYiditorium

a'

f

^

General admission is $3.51a
students are $3.00.
|ta
Tickets are on sale in the
an"
Box Office between 10:00 a.mtio"
7:00 p.m. For further informal
call 951-3816.

Graphics, illustrations, sculpture
and. paintings will comprise th!
exhibit. Approximately 40 works bv
Y
seven students will be featured
The students are Carol Coyne of
San Dieero. Melissa Holsteln
of
Newport Beach, Joan H„l!inger o(
Corvahs, Oregon, Edmund Celach!
of Richmond, Marily„„ Hanse„ ',

m
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saxophone and Junior Sheila Smart
bassoon will present a recital Friday
May 4 at 7:00 p.m. in the Conser

Atherton
College.

enough standin
800-900 peopli
already a com
°n Friday and!

Folklorico
The Danza Folklorico of Sto® j
present their Annual Cut
Performance May 12 and
W'H

UOP's Music Conservatory.
|
Admission is $4.00 for adult-1"
$3.00 for children. The perfor"1'1
W"U begin at 7:00 p.m.
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Jessica's: the hottest new disco around
By Sue Keenom

pacific" Living Editor

>1

if 1'* Hil°f

first glance JESSICA'S apbe rather nondescript.
^ in The Willows Shopping
^ x jn Concord, California who
'""v«i»d '"'" lull"1;"-",;
expect to find one of the most
"""inal and certainly the hottest new
itlteque on the west coast?
1
'»« it i,
COulH ,
^ began to realize that JESSICA'S
special when I saw the steady
Ulm of fashionably dressed young
' ir.'H ^leflowing in last Saturday night.
^ [ knew that JESSICA'S was
ial once I stepped in the doors
'jfound myself engulfed in a discofi
ae fairyland complete with four
® stocked bars, an outstanding
hting system, mirror balls hanging
the ceiling, two octagon shaped
. ce floors, lifelike murals on the
||S) a full backgammon lounge, an
^rgetic female D.J., and hundreds
,happy, dancing people.
The man behind JESSICA'S suc0S story is Dale Luger, the sole
,0ier of the just six-week-old disco.
•jom his appearance Luger looks as
he would be more comfortable
•* Sh«u
^hind an executive's desk than in the
Jscoteque business, but it is evident
Au<1' - 8:1$
^ talking to the man that he loves
^ discoteque and knows the
^iness inside out.
Aud"or"™-««o
"Jessica w&s a wild west, lady, a
unbler out of the south," explained
•'•n* The,ire_
Juger during a recent interview.
Further investigation turned up
bat Jessica's full name was Jessica
jorne-Thatcher, and she was a friend
HrK Hrs.
,[ the renowned outlaw Butch
U On Theatre lassidy.
JESSICA'S cost approximately $ 1
million to build. The sound and
Hrs.
ighting systems alone cost between
At

t0

*<SI

customers

^atrorls

are

repeat

generates from each and every one of
Luger s employees. Each patron is

can help you finance
your college education1

w,ti'°,h1 SPeCii"

alk in the doors of JESSICA'S

°UF Club mainlY appeals to the
25-35 age group and we try to cater
the educated, employed clientele "
25

Special 2-year enlistments a r e
available now for selected applicants.
You can sign up now but delay leaving
' t i l the end of t h i s year.
For d e t a i l s c a l l :

en l "We ar« a/semi-private
club which means that we also offer
membership," he added.

951-3541

A membership is $250.00 a year
and offers such privileges as; free en
trance for yourself and up to three
guests every day of the year, 10 free
passes per month to give out to
business associates or friends, priority
seating, private member parties, plus
much more.

^n—

There is a fairly strict dress code
at JESSICA'S. "The men are en
couraged to wear suits and the ladies
dresses,
Luger
explained.
"Although all we really forbid are
levi's, tennis shoes and tee-shirts." He
went on to say we have a very welldressed, cleancut clientele here."
The walls at JESSICA'S are
covered with $35,000 worth of
lifelike paintings by muralist Greg
Brown. They are superbly done and
add to the old San Francisco atmosphere that prevails at the
discoteque.
Certainly one of the most out
standing attractions at JESSICA'S is
disc jockey Valerie Jurus. Her talent
and energy is never ending hnd ac-

~ Conservatory

11

Th

"We're Stumping
for the

Coming Revolution
in Higher
ConsciousnessV'
Disc jockey Valerie Jurus
cording to Luger, "by late night
Valerie has the entire crowd on their
feet, clapping, and hollering, she's
great!"
JESSICA S is frequently com
pared to Studio 54 in New York. I
asked Luger his opinion on the com
parison. "I have been to Studio 54
and I found that it has no class, it's
' all hype. I want class at Jessica's," he
said. "When people want to go out to
a classy place and be treated nice, I
want them to remember Jessica's," he
added.
JESSICA'S is equipped with a
stage and Luger hopes to book a live

• lory Auditorium —

Water" - U. Cen.

irjorie Flanagan and
Conservatory AudiU. Cen. Theatre —

rrvatory Auditorium

act to come in and perform once
every three months. He has begun to
negotiate with such notables as The
Village People and Brown Sugar.
According to Luger, JESSICA'S
has played hostess to such notable
personalities as Clint Eastwood, John
Ritter and most recently Pablo
Cruise. "In fact," he added. "Pablo
Cruise was so taken by Jessica's that
they plan to make it their disco when
they are in thf Bay Area."
Although I am not really "into"
disco, I was completely overwhelmed
by JESSICA'S. I feel that it is exactly
the type of "nightspot" that UOP
students would enjoy. The only
drawback I found is that every I.D. is
checked at the door, and therefore
would recommend not trying to go if
you are under 21.
It is impossible to touch upon the
hundreds of attractive features that
can be found any night of the week at
JESSICA'S, but 1 will say this, "seeing
is believing," and take my word for
it, JESSICA'S is worth seeing.
There is only one way to describe
this hot new discoteque—class—and
JESSICA'S has got it all.

rrvatory Auditorium

m.
Meg. Hrs.

lecture Hall — 10:00

Is - 4:30-6:30 p.m.

Photo by Mike Allen

Dancing the night away at Jessica's

1KB!

10 * OFF

168,000 and $70,000. There is am
ple seating for 570 people, and

ANY ONE RECORD
IN STOCK

®ough standing room to accomodate
800-900 people at a time. Which is
already a common sight, especially
W Friday and Saturday nights.
Luger proudly boasts about
JESSICA'S video system, which he
olaims is "exclusively Jessica's.
He
further explained that "the video
Wem is actually a full television
studio, complete with three projec!°rs, three large screen televisions,
three cameras and a full color
system."

Limit One Per Customer
Expires May 18, 1979

University Center
Stockton, California 95211
(209) 946-2329,

yssm

Advanced Campus Electronics

Editor's note: There is a $4.00 cover
*arge at JESSICA'S.

on all
non-

•V

promotional
promui""""'
merchandise

I
jWith This Coupon And YooF ID! I
I
I
to some good
Put your college
presentcmrkton
Sun Stockton
classes
when 6239 Pacific Ave. I
I this_ coupon
15% off (209) 478-3800
I
• making a P
^ onal merchandise.
off
Holt
I

Ut%ae id

re

s

I

MS>i

get

urC

I on any non-pr

o

ti

... jvjay 31st, so
This offer is goo ^ Sounds at 15%

I

inr.etIntoSun.

Cut it^ut^

Pacific

Benjamin

Photo by Mike Allen

Come
Hear
the
Chelas
of
Guru Ma!
REDISCOVER the power of
God within you through the
teachings of the ascended
masters—ancient wisdom
applied to the new age.
LEARN how to balance
your karma and purify your
aura with the violet flame.
EXPERIENCE LIGHT with
music and meditations to
unlock your creative potential!
You're invited to a lecture,
movie, and slide show

MAY 9 Wed. 7:00 pm
So. Campus, Stadium Dr.
Z Bldg. Room Z-B

Speaker: Gene Vosseler
Chela of Guru Ma
Call (209) 847-6329

No Admission Charge
Sponsored by Summit University®
Copyright ©1978. 1979 Summit University All rights reserved
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,rden from Top o'the Tower

Laurie Knutsen

On top of the earth(ball)

Mike Allen

The sweet smell of spring

International booths at Tigerfest

Laurie Knutsen

Conservatory of Music

^nn Miyoshi

Chances
Ann Miyoshi

outfilvVestfrisbee

Ann Miyoshi

Knutsen

I'd rather be biking

Ann Miyoshi

An all too familiar

Laurie Knutsen

jurif K nut*"

Study groups migrate outdoors this time of

Laurie Knutsen

OOP. someplace special
Buried in the books

The pgr
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Colorado law school

Italian Bakke initiates race suit
CPS — Philip DiLeo is not black,
Mexican-American or American In
dian.
He is a "culturally deprived"
Italian-American, however; and he
wants to get into the University of
Colorado law school. He applied
twice under the school's special ad
missions program, was rejected both
times, and then sued CU because the
program was "discriminatory."
Last week, the U.S. Supreme
Court refused to hear DiLeo's case,
wfiich shares many elements of the
Bakke "reverse discrimination" case
the Supreme Court heard last year.
Allan Bakke sued the University of
California-Davis Medical School,
claiming he was denied admission
because special-admission minority
students had been unfairly awarded
all the seats in the entering class.
But while the court ruled in favor
of;Bakke last June, its decision to not
review DiLeo's case indicates the
justices agreed with the findings of
two federal courts and the Colorado

Folkdance lore
added to library
One of the largest collections of
folk dance material in Northern
California is in the Lawton Harris
Library at UOP.
The library, part of the Irving
Martin Library on campus, is a
tribute to Lawton D. Harris, foun
ding director of the internationally
k(iown Stockton Folk Dance Camp.
'ITiis camp has been held here each
summer for more than 30 years.
; In 197 1, plans were submitted by
tWo--UOP graduates pursuing folk
djmce, Grace Frye and Sharon Hines,
td establish the-collection. There are
now over 8,000 records, 80,000
cross-reference catalog cards of
dance descriptions, video tapes,
records, books, magazines and pam
phlets about folk dance, costumes
and related cultural/ethnic material.
The library's records are
catalogued by area of origin, type of
dance, rhythm, country, special for
mations and alternate recordings for
tl]e same dance. The library has
special facilities for viewing-the video
tajjes, plus turn tables and tape decks
for listening and recording.
The collection is open to the
public, but restricted to use in the
library. Those interested should con
tact Mrs. James Riddles in the
reference section at 946-2431.

STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE
HAS LOWEST STEREO
PRICES

P ., ... N\7*W Rvc.iv.f 124#

T-

mica 'SI Hf»o> Turntable $1205
Akai C&7021- CasMtte $126
Free Catalog has many more deals on
major brands, even lower prices on our
monthly specials sheet Send now and find
out how to buy current $7 98 list Ip's for
$3 69 Stereo Clearance House Dept CH85
1029 Jacoby St.. Johnstown. Pa. 15902.
Phone Quotes 814-536-1611
Our

Supreme Court:
that DiLeo had
failed to establish he was injured by
the existence of the minority ad
missions program.
The most decisive factor in the
Colorado court's rejection was the
fact that, unlike Bakke, DiLeo
wouldn't have qualified for ad
mission to the law school in the ab
sence of the special admission
program.
DiLeo maintained it was uncon
stitutional for the special admissions
guidelines to only consider blacks,
Mexican- Americans, and American

Indians as those "who have not had
adequate education and cultural op
portunities available to them and
which are seriously underrepresented
in the legal profession."
In court, his lawyers emphasized
that DiLeo had been raised in an
economically,
socially,
and
culturally disadvantaged environ
ment. Growing up in New York
City's Little Italy, DiLeo's family was
supported by his father, who worked
as a $50-a-week janitor. His parents
spoke only broken English.

Summer in Kenya:
a wildlife safari
A wildlife safari to East Africa is
scheduled this summer as an extended
education course.
The August 1-19 trip to Kenya
will be directed by UOP biology
professor Richard Tenaza, who
headed a similar trip in January as
part of winter term.
May 15 is the registration
deadline for the safari, which will
give the participants the opportunity
to study and photograph many of the
larger animals and birds of East
Africa.
The cost will be ap

Donner party,
Weinstock's
in journal
Articles on a western mural, one
of the founders of Weinstock's, the
Donner Party tragedy and the
Overland Trail are included in the
current issure of "The Pacific
Historian."
The quarterly journal on
Western history and ideas is
published by the Holt-Atherton
Pacific Center For Western Studies at
UOP.
The spring issue has items
dealing with Colonel Harris Weinstock, one of the founders of the
department store chain, a story on
men and women's work on the
Overland Trail that is from the book
Families on the Overland Trail, and
a mention of warnings from frontiers
men that the ill-fated Donner Party
not select the fateful route they did.
There also are articles on the
beauty and history of the Delta
waterways and communities, a large
western
mural
painted
in
Washington, D.C. in 1861, the
traditional notes on western books,
and other stories.
Information on obtaining "The
Pacific Historian" is available by
contacting the Pacific Center at 9462405.

proximately $2,800 per person.
Three units of extension credit
will be available for the trip, which
will include first class accom
modations in Kenyan game lodges
while on the safari.
In addition to his recent trip to
Africa. Dr. Tenaza has studied
wildlife in Alaska, Canada, Antarc
tica, Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia
and California.
For more information contact
the UOP Extended Education office
at 946-2264.
Announcement of Vacancy
Admissions Counselor
University of the Pacific
Deadline for applications^-June 10
Contact: Stephanie Wilson-Liskevych
Assistant Director of Admissions
946-2211
ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
-^elp you plan
- - E A D T O BECO'.'E A CPJ

1/3OF USA

The UOP Mall
presents

a vrfl

A CITRUS FESTIVAL
WEDNESDAY, MAY 9,1979

•CPA

To give you:
•INSTANT ENERGY
•EXTRA SEX APPEAL

.
a

SCnec««ry-

cornments

1 An essay or poem contest about citrus fruits
(Pick up forms in Food Service Office - 3 three great prizes!!)
2. A "Guess the Number of Oranges Contest
(Pick up forms in Mall on May 9)
(3 Great Prizes!)
3. Free Orange Juice & Oranges for everyone
4. A variety of orange and lemon cakes, pies pudding and salads
at a special low price
5. Free orange slice candy

ASUOP GROCERY STORE
offer expires May 18, 1979

45 (f

Martinelli's Sparkling Apple Juice

Cel.

How to find
a summer job.
Talk to Manpower.
We've got summer job
opportunities for temporary
workers. In factories, ware
houses, stores... indoors
and outdoors.
Work as much as you
want. Or as little. It's up
to you.
There's a Manpower office
almost anywhere you're
spending the summer. Stop
in and we'll plan a job
schedule for you.

©

MANPOWER"

.Phone

Return to University Center Information Booth

TEMPORARY 3ERVCES

An equal opportunity employer.

m

Name
Address

LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU!!

'

,

library?

R. Boyd
be able

James
may

pavillion—but
academic stand
me, and you cai
Band.

4L-•*

Steve Ms
anyone ev
mirror im
my four y<
effort to p
tial conct
the condit
UOP. I l0l
receipt 01
'augh is oi

Mt. Maddonna Natural Juices
I"-ifm

Filtered Apple
Unfiltered Apple
Apple Boysenberry
Concord Grape
Honey-Lemon

only...

39c

m

If interested, check areas you are interested in:

Rathskeller Entertainment.
Cinema
Recreation.
Minorities.
Pacific Wilderness Experience.
Art
Special Projects.
Mini-Courses
Photography
Video

by

Featuring:

.you're invited to get involved
as a committee member
for the 1979-80 year

tk

\VhiteIT1

HTV
^ l dmiss,on

•SUPER GRADES
• DELICIOUS NOURISHMENT

REVIEW

= {enrer UNIVERSITY
^
CENTER
PROGRAM COUNCIL
WANTS YOU!!!

/

9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

209-233-7002
415-543-1610
408-286-6888
916-446-1330

CLASSES BEGIN JUNE 4

Do >
IJCC

on

COME ONE AND ALL
AND HAVE SOME
FRESNO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN JOSE
SACRAMENTO

F.Sa°'do®

reg. 36<t

Perfection Popcorn
now

...33<t

Its-It Ice Cream
reg. 35<t

now...33<Ji

100% Natural Candy
Nature Nougats
Nature Balls

17c

Tiger's Milk Bars
5 flavors
SAVE

International
Coffee

10c now... 39c
lowest price
ever
21$ ea.

;ifican

May

4, 1 9 7 9

On -the-Spot
Interviews
!01
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Noonbongs...graduation nears
"xrLns;8,i""

Photos by David Aguilar

Do you have anything to s
»y to Stan
McCaffrev?

SYM headquarters really took a
beating: a cake fight wiped' out one
room and a crazy drunk overturned
our bar, destroying the SYM Cocktail
Lounge. Oh well, every one had a
good time (except possibly the neigh
bors) even if the hangovers did last
two days.

arrived here i„ September of °i97s'
graduation was aa tar
far otf
off oc
o
r
ro..M
.
casion few
could relate to. We knew only that
iwhen and if? it came, ft ^
Well"efdWitha'°ng'

intense

Party.

. get down, the party has begun !
Jtf'tHe Pub Was

to h
the Place
d3y 3nd Thursday
nmht Y
ghts. Any rumors you might have
S
heard
true.
Yes,

Charlie Lyons (Freshman, School of
usmess): Look Stan, we know you're
he pres,dent...but what exactly is it
that you do?!

Victoria

In between parties, we have been
forced to complete our studies at
Pacific with yet another last minute
cram. This is the time of year when
we sit with our beers in one hand and
our books in the other, learning in a
night that which we should have been

were broken; yes, many people were
too drunk; and yes, some celebrated
^ tokmg up inside. Many SYM were
particularly surprised to find that
some professors manage to get wilder
an us. It is amazing what this
school can do to people.

studying all semester. Some students
have become exceptionally adept at
this skill, as witnessed by an SYM
who has managed a "B" in Abnor
mal Psychology (how fitting) while
attending class twice only for the
midterms. Even on those days he was
not entirely there, having had more
than his share of pre-test bongs.
Cowboy" says only: "I always have
a few bongs before a test. It doesn't
hinder my recall at all, anymore." If
you are a victim of test anxiety may
we suggest you try a good 'Bo reefer.
The SYM has also been informed
recently of the SWOC: Stoned
Women Off Campus.
It was en
couraging to find out that we are not
alone. In a somewhat related note,
the class "We Are Not Alone" was
visited recently by an SYM using (he

But, the party of the year (so far)
had to have been MB's birthday ex
travaganza on Sunday. Three and a
halt gallons of Kamikazees and fif
teen gallons of beer turned a nor
mally subdued (some would say dead)
University Center into a "wild and
crazy place. The amplifier caught
on fire; at least three people had to be
taken home in boxes; the guest of
honor ended up hugging the john all
night; and one especially drunk
young man forgot where he had
parked his motorcycle and reported it
as stolen. (With typical efficiency,
Stockton P.D. and Security arrived
an hour of so later.)

Whiteman (Junior, COP):

Why are you instituting a
,jal admissions policy? It doesn't
seem necessary. And I have found the
comments by coacbes in the
^ifican to be really poor...This is
academic institution—not a foot^11 training camp.
Why spend
money on football and not on the
library?

David Elam (Sophomore, COP): Talk
more to students and say what you
mean instead of...contradicting
yourself with different groups and
not
stating
your
views
clearly...because of this your
credibility is weak.

James R. Boyd (Junior, COP): You
may be able to buy a sports
pavillion—but you can't buy
academic standards, you can't buy
me, and you can't buy the UOP Jazz

Dead Utters

by Tom Willie
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Bonnie Bigelow (Freshman, Conser
vatory):...You can't please everybody.
I met you once briefly and I thought
you were kinda nice. One criticism: I
think special admissions are bad.

I
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WANTED

Gilbert Schedler (Faculty member
Ravmond-Callison): I think we should
work on our ping-pong program and
start an overseas campus in China.

Men and Women
To work on the ASUOP Social
Committee for 1979-1980

Kathy LaPointe (Senior, COP):...I
you'd spend as much time
Promoting academics (including the
Conservatory and Ray-Cal) as you do

wish

•Earn A Salaried Job
t Gain Valuable Experience|

s sports' programs.
As a
graduating senior, it's been really
frustrating watching you alienate
a«ilty
an(j students these past few
men

FOR SALE:

excellent condition.

ffer Call Joyce, evenings 463$ 150 or best offer Call J y
21

fraT,

2397.
COMPLETE 16MM. CAMERA OUTFIT
Features: Built-in powr. spply

ieations is Monday,

Crystal-sync motor.
Single/Dble Sys. Snd

lnc:f2.2 12120mm Zoom lense.
White with black
t around neck. No
id during day 944-

ilable. Work part
during summer
at, reliable. Car,
17-2082.
)R THE SUMCHEVY II NOVA.
IREAT MILEAGE,
S1G CONDITION.
BLE FEE. CALL
946-9086 pr 2836.

AuriconMA-HAmp&Hd.

How are young minds twisted in the

name of God? What happened to
Chris, son of a prominent surgeon,
could happen to anyone. CRAZY
FOR GOD offers insight into what
draws ordinary youngsters to ex
tremist religious cultji and answers
questions alxiut what culst actually
do, what it is like to live in one, why
members can't get out, what brain
washing and deprogramming are
really like, and more.
Now for the first time, an ex"Moonie" reveals a hidden world
heretofore known only to cult mem
bers. In this harrowing first-person
account, Christopher Fdwards
describes the seven nightmare months
that transformed'him from a newly
graduated, stubbornly independent
Yalie into a highly placed, totally
submissive disciple of Reverend Sun
Myong Moon.
A chilling warning about the
perils of cultism, CRAZY FOR COD
is both a spellbinding personal
chronicle and an hallucinatory
glimpse into the secret world of cult
madness which attracts thousands ol
young Americans toilay and reduces
them to mindless obedience.

DON'T LUG THAT STUFF
HOME THIS SUMMER
Instead why\ot store it with your local Bekins Moving
& Storage Agent?
On Tuesday, May 15, 1979 we'll have a van on campus
all day so that you can bring us your stuff on a conven
ient, no hassle basis. This "Storage Package" costs as
little as $9.00 per month.
We'll give you a warehouse receipt for the goods you
leave with us and all you have to do is pick up your
storage next Fall.
A large green and white Bekins Van will be parked as
follows on May 15th:
• 8:30 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.
North side of the University Center
• 1:00 P.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Parking lot in front of the Carter House

publicity
Booking Events
Management
Stagework
Box Office

years

udents interested in
per week) job as a
taker at the Univerrequested to pick up
University Center

CRAZY FOR GOD
The Nightmare of Cult Life
by Christopher Edwards

WAVFf !<Hn* r CWAre

rw lire TO KKifv? v*w»
<v refVIT TWRO |",W '>7*
1HF Udlf. >*?*•"

anyone ever told you that you are a
mirror image of your former boss? In
mv four years, I have failed to see any
effort to put the emphasis of presiden
tial concern on directly improving
the conditions of higher education at
UOP. I look forward to receiving my
j receipt on May 19.
Ah...the last
'augh is on me. Smile at you then.

born to run.

* ARE YOU AN "A" STUDENT? Speed
read, memorize, organize notes, pass any
exam. Everything a student must know on
top grade cassett-$9.95. Hypnokinetics» P.O. Box 3366-Walnut Creek, CA 94598

'

A.
Steve Marks (Senior, COP): Has

young
Cause tramps like us, baby we're

SHARE SPACE in someone's van, truck, or
U-haul headed to Ohio or New Jersey near
the end of May after school's out. Contact
Betsy at 951-5267.

\\l

^

remember) and the friendships we
made here, unlike this period of our
lives, will not end on May 20, but it is
time to move on in search of the Bot
tom of bowl. As Bruce put it:
We gotta get out while we re

IBI: would like to introduce to the Univer
sity community its newest member Donald
Fdey of Eiselen House. Congrats, Don!

"Young
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1969 PLYMOUTH FURY III for sale: Very
good condition, auto, transmission and
alternator recently replaced. Paint, tires
and chrome wheel only a few months old.
Has adjustable air shocks, 8-track. Call Arturo at 462-4842 or 946-9069 after 8 p.m.
and make offer.
HOUSESITTERS: Available bondable
dependable end of May through August call
462-4496 after 6 p.m.
HARRAH'S: Reno and Lake Tahoe Inter
viewing on campus Wed. May 9, 1979,
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon Apply at Career
Planning and Placement Center. AP
PLICATIONS MAY BE PICKED UP IN
ADVANCE.
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Band.

pseudonym Bruce Springsteen. He
walked in, and with no knowledge of
readings or lectures managed to take
a midterm and get the second highest
(a clue to his condition) grade in the
class. Ah, the power of rock and roll.
Also, the SYM congratulates WG
for helping to finish off the birthday
boy in the previously mentioned par
ty. She challenged MB to a vodka
chugging contest, giving him the real
thing while drinking only water her
self. Needless to say, it was the last
nail in his coffin that night.
On a more serious note, I would
like to say that although we all have
our share of complaints about this in
stitution, and although the ad
ministration may not have always
made the best decisions, this school
deserves credit for one thing: its
faculty. In four years, through over
30 classes, only once did I have an in
structor who I felt was exceptionally
poor and unfair, and that person was
a grad student. The SYM as a whole
would agree that the professors here
have been intelligent, open, and in
tellectually stimulating.
It is the
faculty we thank for providing us
with both our education and the
mellow, relaxed atmosphere in which
we have learned.
Well, 1 hear a familiar surging
sound downstairs and a pleasant
aroma is making its way to my room.
Reflecting on fout years of college,
from Carter House to the UC, I
would have to say that on balance it's
"been a good one." Pacific will
always be fondly remembered by the
SYM (at least those occasions we can

THE ONLY REQUIREMENT IS
INTEREST!
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Kevin Bartram, Sports Editor

A busy year in athletics,
but not all the action was on the fie|(j
Where does one begin when
dealing with athletics at the Univer
sity of the Pacific in 1979?
What with the wide array of con
troversies—both on and off the
playing surface—recapping the year
in sports at Pacific, at this time, is a
very difficult task.
The biggest story of 1979 con
cerning the school's athletic program
must deal with the massive upheaval
it has undergone in terms of person
nel.

£
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Disappointed soccer players Walter Tijiboy, Victor Zapien and Bill Barker

Soccer players, Richard upset;
university blamed for "unfair" acts
A group of disgruntled UOP soc
cer players have attacked the Univer
sity by saying that they requested
changes in the soccer program and
that their "comments went in one ear
and out the other."
Ex-soccer coach Glynn Richard,
who resigned from that post on Mar
ch 12, also criticized UOP by saying,
"You can write my name with Jacy
Showers'; the school doesn't show
much integrity."
Richard was referring to com
ments made by Dr. Showers in an
article which appeared in last week's
Pacifican.

Walter Tijiboy, Victor Zapien
and Bill Barker, Pacific students and
members of 1978's Tiger soccer
team, claim that they "talked to
(president) McCaffrey and got the
runaround."
"We got nothing concrete,"
Tijiboy stated.
The players, who are chiefly
spoken for by senior Tijiboy, an elec
trical engineering major, said, "We
weren't taken seriously by the athletic
department," referring to ex-athletic
director Dr. Cedric Dempsey and
temporary athletic director Dr. Elkin
Isaac.
The players' specific gripes dealt
with the soccer team not receiving a
full-time coach, as they had last
season in Richard.
Graduate
assistant
Bruce
Spaulding was named to coach
UOP's soccer team in 1979.
"The success to a winning
program starts with the coach," said
Tijiboy.
"The
University
downgraded the program by hiring a
TA (Spaulding)."
The players presented documents
prepared by the athletic task force
and Dr. Dempsey which recommen
ded that soccer receive a full-time
coach and two paid tuitions for 197879 and 1979-80. The players felt
those recommendations should be
taken action upon.
However, Dr. Donald Duns, head
of the athletic task force, said,
"Walter interpeted that it be a fulltime coach, but there are no full-time
coaches in any non-revenue sports on
campus."
Dr. Duns added, "They (the
players) misinterpreted (the report)
it' they think the task force's
suggest ions were adopted. They were
not."
Though the soccer players did
nqt attack Spaulding's abilities, Dr.
IsJjac spoke out for the new coach.
"Bruce Spaulding is a great

young man and a great player," Dr.
Isaac stated. "Bruce can handle the
job. We'll have as good of a program
as we've had in the past.
"Bruce would be a fine choice for
full-time coach, if we were to have
one, " Dr. Isaac added.
In regards to the request made by
the players for scholarships, Dr. Isaac
stated, "If we were to go to a schol
arship level, those guys that are
playing probably wouldn't get to
play."
Dr. Isaac felt, "we have these
sports available for the students to
have the opportunity to play."
The athletic director added
"there ought to be other sports that
are comprised of students that just
want to play."
When asked for the reasons
behind the school's decisions on soc
cer, Dr. Isaac said, "We just don't
have enough (monetary) resources.
"There are other needs on cam
pus too. Soccer just had to wait a
year," Dr. Isaac said. "The president
and I talked about that and we'd like
to help soccer out in the future.
"We made the decision to put the
money into the women's programs.
We felt we should do that instead of
putting money into soccer where it
really wouldn't matter," Dr. Isaac
commented.
Dr. Duns argued with Isaac as he
stated, "a lot of money has been
pumped into the women's program."
However, Duns admitted, "Soc
cer is not receiving the kind of sup
port I'd like to see them get."
Tijiboy commented, "Chances
are that next year, UOP will field a
high school level team."
The players stated that there are
"key members of the team," that will
be transferring to other schools.
Those losses, combined with
graduates appears to have severely
weakened the squad which had their
best year ever last year when they
won seven, lost eleven and tied two."
The players also claimed that
soccer "is not treated equally to other
non-revenue sports."
They feel that UOP maintains the
soccer program only because a school
is required to offer at least eight
men's sports to be of NCAA division
1-A status.
Barker stated, "The school is
closing its eyes to soccer. It's a big
sport in the Stockton area."
Richard backed up Barker's
statement as he pointed out that
"there are 120 youth soccer teams in
Stockton," and noted that 17,000-

18,000 kids are involved in these
organized squads.
Richard feels that UOP has not
treated the soceer program properly
as he noted how the sport has grown.
The ex-coach said he presented
the program's major flaws to
President McCaffrey. These flaws in
cluded lack of a proper dressing
facility, no scholarships and the most
limited budget in relation to the
number of games played and the
teams the soccer team competes with.
Richard said he suggested that
UOP "should go forward in soccer
like USF or drop the program en
tirely, to save embarrassment."
Richard sided with the players in
their beliefs that the school is hanging
onto soccer solely to remain in
Division 1-A.
In regards to the question of in
tegrity (or lack of) exhibited by the
University, Richard brought up an
incident that occurred last fall in
volving the theft of equipment from
some soccer players' lockers in the
visitor's dressing room.
Thieves
raided the room when security
guards forgot to lock up the building
after a football game. The offenders
made off with about $200 worth of
shoes, trunks and other athletic
equipment.
Richard became irate when the
University refused to repay the stud
ents for their losses.
He said this "lacked integrity"
and consequently, the seven players
who were struck by the robbers are
suing the school and President Mc
Caffrey through small claims court.
The court trial is set for May 10.
Richard noted that the players
received no form of apology until just
recently when Dr. Isaac sent the let
ters stating that the school was sorry.
Dr. Isaac commented on this
event by stating "we can't be respon
sible for personal items in lockers.
"If we really wanted to be nasty,
we could have charged those kids for
what they had checked out and had
stolen," Dr. Isaac said.
It appears the thing the players
desire the most is respect from the
administration.
"You don't get any respect from
the school." said Barker. "Anything
we achieve, we achieve ourselves."
"We don't get no respect,"
Barker re-emphasized, emulating
comedian Rodney Dangerfield.
However, it appears quite ob
vious that the players do not take the
soccer problem as a joke.

lacrosse ends winning season
1
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Tiirer
:w n.cuo
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l'hc
Tiger ILacrosse
lub
Ikin el led down to Los Angeles this
ixisl weekend and tie :rated both San
Diego State and University of
Southern California.
Saturday's
gjune against the San Diego Aztecs
vjas perhaps the finest game playetl
1$ the Tigers this season.
I UOP got off to a rather shaky
la-ginning allowing the Aztecs to
Ijtiild up a 3-0 lead. Tiger attaekman
Roy Etler got Pacific going with two
$>als. 1 et San Diego held tough and
i janged to put two more scores on the
!|>ard. In the final moments of the
t£dl Todoshi Hironaka scored for
llacilie on a behind the back feed by
Ivoy Etler.;

1 he second half opened up with
the Tigers playing somewhat shaky.
Only the excellent play of Crease
delense Dea Johnson and goalie 'hris

Harking kept
kcnl lhr»
Harkins
the Ticrer*
Tigers in
in the mm.,
game.
Finally the Tigers got back on their
feet as Todoshi managed another
goal and Will Nicholson and Dan
Wishcngrad put in goals.
When the 4th quarter opened the
score stood San Diego 9—UOP 6 and
the Aztecs were holding firm, Again
and again the Tigers drove on San
Diego only to be denied by the Aztecgoalie. Finally with 8:40 to go in the
game the Tigers broke loose. Hank
O'Dougherty effected an excellent
clear and took the ball right into the
San Diego restraining box where heset Cret Zatman up for a successful
"kwik-stick." Suddenly the Tigers
came alive and successful goals by
Nicholson and Hironaka. In the linal
two minutes of the game neither side
managed to score and the game was
destined for overtime.

-re..

i-iThe opening rfaceoff
ofi- overtime
resulted in an Aztec penalty. The
Tiger man-up then moved in for the
kill. Twice the Aztec goalie denied
the Tigers from the goal. Then Zat
man picked a ground ball and drove
on the Aztec goal, with a shot to the
lower righthand corner. Final score,
Pacific 10, Sqji Diego 9.
The following day the Tigers
rolled over the USC Trojans, 7-0.
The Trojans put forth a feeble effort,
at best, and never really managed to
get off the ground. Tiger goalie Chris
Harkins played superbly denying the
Trojans on all occasions. With this
victory the Tigers registered their fir
st winning season finishing with a 6
and 5 record. Despite the loss of
many talented seniors UOP lacrosse
looks forward to progressing into a
league powerhouse.

First to go was popular head
football coach Chester Caddas. Caddas led the Tigers to the brink of a
championship, only to have those
hopes snatched away by the San Jose
State Spartans in the final seconds of
. Pacif ic's homecoming game.
Exit Caddas. Enter Bob Toledo,
ex-USC assistant, new UOP head
coach and probably the most con
troversial hitman ever to join the
UOP staff.
Bob Toledo did not come to
bring detriment to the school. He
simply specified what he wanted and
the administration granted his
wishes.
Many folks associated with the
University were not pleased with the
changes Bob Toledo imposed.
However, Bob Toledo was not to
blame for these severe alterations.
If anyone was to blame, it was

Bob Toledo
the school's administration• and the
Board of Regents, for it was they who
neglected the majority's wish that
Pacific remain an academicallyinclined school.
However, no matter how much
print comes out that the new coach is
merely doing his job, there will
always be a number of people who
view him as an evil and who observe
him with bitterness and resentfulness.
Next to go was athletie depart
ment director Dr. Cedric Dompsov.
Dempsey skipped out on UOP in
favor of San Diego State. Dempsey
had la-en credited with UOP's climb
to a competitive level within the
NCAA's division 1A.
However,
recently
much
criticism has come out of the athletic
department concerning Dempsey and
the way in which he treated the
women's program and some men's
non-revenue sports.
In short, many people feel Demp
sey was on the hot seat and decided to
get going while the going was good.
The football controversy was
about to explode and Dempsey was a
major factor behind it. Also, he knew
that if lootball attendance doesn't ac
celerate, UOP's total athletie depart
ment could be in jeopard) and that
he should take another job while he
still hail a good, positive record.
On the heels of Dempsey's
resignation came head basketball
coach Stan Morrison's shocking
departure.
Stan ducked out quietly and cited
"personal reasons" for leaving but
sources close to the coach claim that
the administration, particularly the
president, had let Morrison down and
he too decided to leave while he was

in good standing among his peers.
After all, he had just received
two "coach-of-the-year" honors and
had led the Tigers to the PCAA title
and the NCAA championships.
Consequently, Morrison went to
USC to coach the Trojans.
Die
Fichtner, a seven-year assistant under
Morrison, was elevated to. the Tiger s
head coaching post arul local high
school coach Tom O'Neill was hired
to take over as assistant to h ichtner.
Confused enough?
Ah, but
wait—there's more.
Clynn Richard moved out of his
"office" and resigned as soccer coach
on March 12, after Dr. Dempsey and
assistant athletic director Tom
Stubbs cancelled out on four appoin
tments with him and appeared to be
snubbing him.
Richard felt that soccer was not
receiving a fair shake, but that s a
long story.
The UOP athletic department
then took a step back by hiring a
graduate assistant, Bruce Spaulding,
to coach the soccer team in 1979-80.
Richard had been the school's first
full-time soccer coach anil it ap
peared Pacific was going to attempt
to raise its soccer program to a level

sport that managed to upstaKl
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of decency.
However, that view changed
when Spaulding was named to
replace Richard.
Not to say that Spaulding is per
sonally inadequate to coach soc
cer—he is the most competent of any
available graduate assistants. Herein
lies the problem; coaching an inter
collegiate athletic program required
total devotion—something a CA can
not feasibly give.
By hiring
Spaulding, the University is nearly
discounting soccer as a winning sport
in the near future.
Finally, Jacy Showers, women's
basketball and Softball coach, packed
her bags anil hit the road, ll seems
she too felt the University was
treating her sports, and the women's
program in general, unfairly.
Dr. Showers questioned the "in
tegrity" of
the school's ad
ministration and. due largely to unlulfilleil promises made by the
University, decided to exit.
The women's basketball program
was then downgraded further by the
hiring of another part-time coach and
no assistant.
And the beat goes on...

Cedric Dempsey
Weaving in and out of much of
the controversy of the 1978-79
athletic year at UOP was the question
of whether the University was
in
compliance with Title IX.
We are not in compliance
philosophically or otherwise with
I 'tie Ix> stated women's volleyball
coach Or. Iaras Laskcvych.
Other Pacific coaches echoed
Liskevych's thoughts and some ad
ministrators admitted that the
coaches' gripes were justified.
However, the problem lingers.
....^ es, there were actual competitions, however, they seldom made
headlines.
Basketball was probably the only

IM awards ceremony
slated for May 10
For the first time at UOP, an
awards ceremony for intramurals
will be held on Thursday, May 10 at
7 p.m. in the UOP gymnasium.
The awards, which consist of Tshirts and certificates, will be given to
the championship teams and in
dividuals for UOP spring intramural
sports.
Additional awards for outstan
ding sportsmanship, officiating and
achievements in personal play will be

l>
b-""

handed out.
All winners, if

by Kevin Bartran
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POP President Stai.h
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Isaac have issued si a
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Ron Cornelius
The Tiger baseball team appears
to be heading in a positive direction.
Next weekend's series with Fresno
State looms as the deciding factorof
who will win the league's second-hall
title. No matter the outcome of that
affair however, Tiger baseball must
be categorized a success in 1979.
Women's Softball was also
somewhat successful as the Tigers
played quite competitively all season.
Softball was quite a bright spot in an
otherwise dim, bleakly-sdpporteil
women's program.
Sports at the club level, such as
lacrosse anil women's soccer grew in
1979 as devotion by the games' par
ticipants raised their level of respec
tability.
Such club sports seem
destined to become intercollegiate in
the near future.
Other sports did not fair so well.
Swimming, water polo, soccer,
women's basketball, field hockey,
tennis and golf all bordered on
mediocraty. However, such failure
was more due to lack of support by
the University than to anythingelse
In terms of individual athletic
achievements at UOP, basketball star
Ron Corneliuj would probably hare
to reign as the top performer. Cor
nelius,
everybody's
Mr. ;l"'
everything, led the Tigers to the
PCAA championship while cartinf?

comnni

larks made by Dr. Jacy
1 week's issue ol the, v
»spaper.
President

McCalfrcv

v of a letter

he Ini

S.Seeretary ol lleallli
il Welfare, Joseph (alii
liruary 8, 1979, whicl
:ffic's action towards
iletics and Title IX.
In the letter. President
ted, "Our university Ii.i
native steps to assure tl
rlunity is provided |(
dents at our univcrsil
(pate in intercollegiate a
President McCaffrey
on the progress ma
"vi'rsity

in

the im r<

ipation ol women in int<
r'hes at our institution
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|'' 'he number ol pan
""en's sports at U()P|,,
1,3,25

90, whilo t|k.
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^"me span
However, p..

resident

oft numerous honors.
Each sport had its standi"1''
though. Nancy Lancaster proved in
valuable to UOP's volleyball teamQuarterback Bruce Parker broke11
mass ol Tiger passing records. P"
cher Creg Unger has looked outstan
ding for the streaking Tiger baseball
team.
The list goes on however
limited space does not allow for due
recognition to all.

i

All in all, one would have'jj
summarize athletics at UOP in
as "eventful."
Certainly, no i"1''
could say it's been boring or dull.

1

anyone who does is simply n"'
sports enthusiast.
I guess the oulv real way to s'1"1
up the year in sports is to quote NBO
Saturday Night Live charac"''
Hosanne Roseannadanna (as hi"
t"
father said to her); "It just goes,1,'
show you—it's always somethingMan, ain't that the truth

they

do not

(Si, "7:7" •» «*><*» i-y
Wednesday, May 9.
The ceremony is
open to the
public.
As a final announcement, the i
in
tramural office has planned an open
.VO-ley
tournament for Friday af
ternoon, May 18 at
the Raney
Recreation Center
in the middle of
the campus.

Softball swept
•n twinbill
Fresno State swept a1 doobj •
header from UOP's softball team,b'
and 9-2 last Friday. UOP is now.' '
10 overall and 6-8 in North*"
California Athletic Conference pW
Pacific
racmc winds up its season ^
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league twinbill at Cal today at 2 P'
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NCAC tennis
tourney at UOP

_ .

1 ,r^D
Brzezinski °
a UOP
season record for
number of thefts with 28.

Sports Writer

The Northern California Athletic
Conference women's championship
tournament will be held at Pacific
May 4-6, starting at 9 a.m. each day.
Some of the best players in the nation
will participate, including Stanford's
Kathy Jordan who has won two Avon
Futures Tournaments this season.

baseball team beat the
tbc
{e Spartans twice in three
°SLt weekend to virtually tie
4j P tans for the NCBA lead for

Brzezinski had a good day on the
field too, as he participated in 4
M
double plays, made 2 more assists
o,,u 2
ul outs.
and
put
*• f
ouis. Brzy and Coach
Stubbs echoed how well the Tigers
"nd half of league play. San
played.
Coach Stubbs added, "I
L .750) is only percentage
think that s the best I've ever seen the
head °f UOP(l 1-4. .733), and
ij^eateado'Fresno State (8. team play; we did everything right."
The Tigers continued to play
V
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a
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San Jose State raked Swanson,
first half of NCBA play. Poole
f | three homers against San
Bevilaqua, Werener, and the UOP
defense, which committed two errors,
the Tiger offense.
wi»h°JJ\ ! |<) pace
for 8 runs to the Tigers 3 scores.
stroked
a
2
run
homer
to
e
F°°
Between
games
of
the
ring in the series' first game
doubleheader, pitcher Rich Leahy,
" i tlie Tigers, behind Howie
sidelined with a severe sore shoulder,
<tfc" ^ron the mound, to victory by a
commented on the improvement in
the
first
Silrne
f
a
^
rein 1"
°
the quality of Tiger baseball, "We're
glacier the next day, Poole
hitting the ball at the right time; and
ipcned scoring with a homer,
the pitching has come around too."
1111
being a second inning solo
uP*ards 'tni' *
Senior Jim Chakos, one of the
' With Greg Unger pitching, the
team's
three seniors, summed the im
rolled to a 4-3 triumph. Poole
***** ear,
St. against Fresno State. The three
proved
play from early season,
Jsthird shot, a lead off homer, in
game series will be played at Fresno,
"Everybody has matured a lot; and
seventh, inning.
„
where the home team has been tough
we're
all
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together."
that
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when
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Pacific sent players to participate
in the men's and women s com
petition in the Ojai Tournament last
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. No.
1 women's player Debbie DuHamel
beat Cal Poly-SLO's Leslie Chapman
in a first round singles match, but lost
to Arizona State's Jody Ricketts in the
Nancy Nies and
second round.
Kristin Spracher won their first
round doubles match, but lost to the
team from UCLA in the second
round. George King and Murray
Wilson didn't get by the first round of singles or doubles competition.

N

m

to Stockton for three games, and San
Jose St. plays USF (1-11). If Fresno
St. can beat San Jose St. in at least one
game this weekend, the three contests
at Billy Hebert Park next weekend
will determine the NCBA champion.
Since UOP beat the Spartans in their
series last weekend, the Tigers would
of a tie between
get the nod in case ot
g

the two teams,
San Jose St. won the league title
the first half of the year, so the Spar
tans then play the winner of the
second half of league play in a playolt
series to determine the overall NCBA

at Fresno State.

Tigers tie
Stanford in golf

champion.

-

UOP's men's tennis team will be
ai
at the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association championships May 7-8

m

(IcCaffrey, Isaac react on Showers comments,
Ike" admits university not in comphancewrthTitle4X
by Kevin Bartram
Paeifican Sports Kditor
UOP President Stanley McCaf„ ami acting Athletic Director Dr.
an Isaac have issued statements to
Paeifican commenting on
arks made by Dr. Jaey Showers in
week's issue of the, student-run

•melius

level of bringing in revenue, before
they can ()
he
e highly supported,"
supported, Dr.
(h

would need $289,789 to upgrade the
women's program while the funds
needed without the inclusion would

.

Isaac stated.
When asked whether or not UOr
is in compliance with Title IX, Dr.
Isaac said, "No, hut no one else is

total only $50,749.
As President McCallrey stated,
"It would be virtually impossible for
our university to provide an ad
ditional amount of $289,789 to im
plement your suggested policy inter
pretations ol the Title IX gukiel.nes
"Should it be decided that lootball and basketball are not exempt,
UOP would have no choice but to
nearly disband its current athletic
program by falling into NCAA

eball team
jrahiper •
.
positive direction, President McCaffrey issued a
series with Fresu
|
IV of a letter he had sent to
• dccitlir _ r _| beerctarv of Health, Education
league's secondflB Welfare. Joseph Califano, dated
I he outcome olttui Hiruarv 8, 1979, which defended
['iger baseball
•jfic's action towards women s
.uccess in 1979
ilcticsandTitle IX.
_
nftball was also In the letter. President McCallrey
vsf ul as the Tip ted, "Our university has taken afipetitivelv all season, native steps to assure that lull opte a bright spot in"1 rlunity is provided lor women
bleaklv-siipportei iknts at our university to pai-

either.
"The federal government hasn t
recognized those people who present
grievances (about Title IX), Dr.
Isaac said. Jacy Showers admitted to
have started to file formal grievance
procedures against the school but
quit when she did not seem to he

The men's team finished in a
three-way tie with Stanford and Utah
State in the 54-hole Sun Devil In
vitational at Arizona State last 1 hursclav Friday and Saturday. Kris Bax
ter paced UOP with a three-round
score of 220 (73-74-73). Bryan Pin.
shot 225 (72-78-75), Jim Bowse 227
(78-71-78), Scott Wenbom 228 (7477-77), Tom Brill 232 (79-76-77) and
Jim Evans 239 (89-79-80). UOP shot
Pacific needed to tinish ahead ol
Stanford to gain consideration for a
NCAA Tournament at-large berth.
Because Stanford finished ahead ot
UOP in three tournaments this
spring, and tied the Tigers Saturday,
the Cardinals will likely gain the

making any progress.

NCAA spot.
In response to thev departed
UOP will compete in the r CjAA
women's
softball
and
basketball
Championships
at UC Irvine May 7Division II status.
coach's comments, Dr. Isaac said
However.
legislation
8.
Dr. Elkin Isaac
"We're not lacking integrity, anil
legislation and II the l»
added
that, to his knowledge, no
revenue
hikes total only
IIUC lllww
- . $775.
revenue sports are not exempt, UOP
President Stanley McCaffrey
Revenue sports are another mat one in the athletic department was
faces definite Division II status.
ter entirely, but the athletic depart made any promises that weren't kept.
neglected to note that this is as much
Not once in the letter to Califano
ment claims much of the money used
Dr. Showers had stated that she
a reflection on progress made y
did President McCaffrey state tlw
by
the
revenue
producers
come
from
felt
that school's administration
society in general as by Pacific.
UOP vvas in compliance wit
private
donors
in
the
community.
lacked
"integrity" and claimed that
ipate in intercollegiate athletics.
Women the world over arecom.ng
IX, which has been the major concern
This
hike
in
the
women
s
budget
.
certain
people had renigged on
Hull level. »*• President McCaffrey also reporot much of the athletic department
„ut to take an active part
^
materialized
mainly
because
men
s
promises
made to her.
,.n's soccer grew® "on the progress made by oui
Assistant Sports Information
The President suggested to
sports
had
previously
dominated
the
"Besides
the
institution
should
al
Director
Jean Dixon has left UOP to
by the games'P®' liversitv in the increased P
"'""-We just don't have the money,"
Califano .hal •
have
the
perogative
to
decide
what
to
financial
side
ol
athletics
at
UOl.
•
take
a
job
as photography editor at
Dr. Isaac in regards to
,tnr level oir*F Hint ion ol women in intorcolli giati
s.ucl
sports, primarily lootba ,•••
"What can we do to generate invest its money in," Dr. Isaac stated.
r
s
the Tracy Press.
upgrading the women's program turHub vF) ' srt ileticsatour institution.
(•lulled Iron," the
J »'
The women's athletic problem
outside interests in women's sports
Miss Dixon, 23, came to Pacific,
oqual per capita eapenditnres.
The figures show that, since
intercoN1
Dr. Isaac asked. "That would be the still stands unresolved as the univer
from
Ohio State University. She will
^"'Dr.
Isaac
pointed
out
that
budget
liI, the number ol participants in
only solution to the women's problem sity continues to fail to meet 1 hie.IX
well ' mm s sports at UOP has increased
.
1
in
the
1979-80
academic
school
start
at
Tracy May 20.
^ballandbas^alfamo^
lid not la''5"
h,k" toul
requirements.
right now.
alalia »1M»» '»
65
('25
to
90)
while
the
amount
ol
polo.
vear wit
•Women sports neeiHojxnicMhe
the
"Womenspt^
ts while men's no"'
participants has ilropped by
women's sports
field
funding in athletics,
ordered011
same time span.
McCallrey
«°"a,e
wcver, President

Jean Dixon
leaves UOP
S.I.D.
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Model U.N.members honor
Professor Raitt at conference
By Sara Dyer
Pacifican Staff Writer

ference reflects well upon UOP's
Pacific's Model United Nations
reputation as an educational in
(PMUNA) honored retiring adviser,
stitution. Our reputation was ap
Dr. Walton Raitt, during par
parent in our preparation and success
ticipation in the annual collegiate
at
the conference.
level MUN conference April 18-21.
"China headed the Third World
The conference, attended by
bloc,
Japan lead the Western bloc in
1500 delegates from 125 colleges and
LOS
especially, and in economic
universities waS hosted by Occidental
matters.
Cuba was an adamant
University at the Los Angeles Hilton.
Soviet Union ally as it should have
The committees, the General
been, and SWAPO was excellent,"
Assembly Law of the Sea (LOS) con
continued Kamm.
ference, the Economic and Social
"I think our ability was best ex
Council and the Security Council,
pressed
by SWAPO. SWAPO is an
dealt with political issues and
observer
group without the rights and
security, economic problems, social,
privileges
of a Member-State, so it
humanitarian and cultural issues.
had
to
use
diplomatic means to ac
Thirty-seven students from
complish
the
goals it achieved."
Elbert Covell, Raymond-Callison and
When asked why students get in
COP represented the People's
volved in MUN, Kamm said he
Republic of China (PRC), Japan,
thought the reason is that it offers a
Cuba, and South West African
learning experience that can't be
People's Organization (SWAPO) at
found
in the classroom. There is a
the conference.
dialogue
between the student of the
"The conference this year was
participatory
schools that isn't found
well organized and Occidental was
in
too
many
organizations.
well prepared. Our own delegates
Two students from Ray-Cal, Eric
upheld our high standards and
Ashdown, representing the PRC, and
Pacific's reputation for being well
Dann Kahl, of Japan, gave speeches
trained," said Dr. Raitt.
before the General Assembly in
Ac co rding
to
PMUNA's
Chinese
and Japanese, respectively,
President Randy Kamm, "I was im
which
were^translated
into English.
pressed by the unity of the 37 students
According
to
Ginger
Tulley,
in our MUN and the work that the
Permanent
Representative
of the
students put into it.
Japan
delegation,
"I
thought
that
the
"The work and cooperation that
UOP students represented their counthe UOP students showed at the con

More on...

Jessie B's mom
that I have with each of the girls
depends on them."
Since Mrs. Salisbury's start at
UOP she has come into contact with
many students. "1 get a lot of letters
from Latin America, because so
many of the girls who have lived here
are from there. I also get visits from
students that have graduated or left.
They are very interesting and war
ming. Oh, I am just like the fence
post. 1 am still here and that is
familiar to them."
Because of Mrs. Salisbury's
responsibilities she spends most of her
time on campus. She enjoys reading,
cross stitching and going to a good
movie. Periodically she attends camMrs. Salisbury eats all of her
meals in the dining hall. "They serve
exceptional institutional food here,"

she said. "I have no complaints."
It is that type of positive attitude
that Mrs. Salisbury has when she
looks at her life at UOP. "This is just
a delightful place to live," she said.
"I am very content."
She finds observing students get
ting their education to be a very
satisfying experience. "Some people
have asked me if working at UOP is
depressing because of all the changes
over the years," she said. "I tell them
no because students come here to get
an education, not just play around. I
see that and it really pleases me."
As she looks into the future she
plans to stay exactly where she is. "If.
the administration ever wants me to
leave they better tell me," she said.
"I won't ever quit. I am just as happy
as if I had good sense."

tries really well and this was par
ticularly demonstrated through the
speeches which were given in the
General Assembly.
"Eric and Dann as well as Dayle
Fuqua, the Permanent Rep. for Cuba,
who gave her speech in Spanish, were
great. It's exciting tosee the results of
intercultural education utilized out
side the classroom, considering that
that is the emphasis of the two cluster
colleges.
"This was particularly im
pressive and enhanced the already
prestigious reputation UOP holds
within MUN of the Far West." said
Tulley.
Jon Heim, Permanent Rep. for
the PRC, commented on the confer
ence
"For me, it was an oppor
tunity to apply the things I've learned
at UOP in an actual real world
situation.
"That's not to say that MUN is
the real world, but it does force one to
use personal and political skills to
achieve goals in much the same way
as a business executive, politician or
any other important member of
society.
"For all of us in PMUNA, the
conference generated a sense of unity,
camaraderie, and friendship that I've
not experienced in other ex
tracurricular activities.
"For the University, the con
ference provided an excellent chance
to display our skills and maintain our

reputation, which we did," stated
Heim.
At the Thursday night Banquet,
cfuring the conference, Dr. Raitt was
honored by the Far West MUN as he
is retiring and was presented with a
plaque celebrating his years of ser
vice and dedication to the MUN
program.
He was also presented with a
resolution from President McCaffrey
distinguishing Dr. Raitt for his 15
years of time and energy as a teacher
and MUN advisor.
"What I'll miss the most is the
marvelous relationship with the kids
outside the classroom," stated Dr.
Raitt.

Dr. Walton A. Raitt

Dr. Raitt will be replaced by Dr.
Jerry Hewitt of COP, Randy Kamm
said. "I think that Jerry will pick up
where Doc left off and rapport bet
ween students and faculty will con
tinue to be warm and cordial."
Ginger Tulley added to Kamm's
comment, "It's really sad to see Dr.
Raitt retire, but after 15 years of the
kind of time, dedication and energy
that he contributed to MUN, not only
Pacific's MUN, but the entire FarWest Association, I can certainly un
derstand it.
"I have no doubt that Jerry will
do a terrific job as advisor," con
cluded Tulley.

UCPC affair honors
Kleemann, Grayson
The University Center Programs
Council celebrated the end of the
school year last weekend with a
salute to Gary Kleemann, student
volunteers and the appetite.
In a banquet held in the Red
wood Room Saturday evening,
Kleemann, who is leaving UOP to go
back to school at Arizona State
University to pursue a doctor of
philosophy degree in education, was
presented a briefcase and a special
plaque.
"It was a difficult decision to
leave...Nothing can ever change or
replace my very pleasant memories at
University of the Pacific," said
Kleemann, who has directed Univer
sity Center programs since the Cen
ter's opening five years ago.
The banquet's emcee, Harold
Grayson, was also honored at the
event. Grayson, a senior, has held the
position of UCPC chairman over the
past school year.
Grayson was presented a watch
as a gift from the council, and was
described by Kleemann with these

remarks: "Friend. Ten minutes late.
Leader. Caring person. Dependable.
Dental School.
Late.
Geology.
Where to live. All-nighters. Friend."
"You learn by voluntarism, and
put a lot of hours in and you never get
paid, except for at moments like
this," said Grayson.
"It's been a very long year and
tonight is a great relief," he added
while handing over his authority to
the new UCPC chairman, Paul Szmyd.
All the approximately 30 UCPC
committee volunteers were also
honored at the banquet, but those
receiving special recognition were:
Greg Spencer and Donna Janet,
Rathskeller
committee;
Tom
Golabek, graduate assistant; Nicki
Fernandez, minority programs; Jan
Upshur, cinema committee; Lisa
Sorenson, art committee; Rebel
Rickansrud, recreation committee;
Keith Metzger, darkroom manager;
Ron Cohn, Pacific Wilderness Ex
perience; and Paul Szmyd, special
projects committee.

t Photo by Mike Atlei
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Mike Park's travels
fered by the Travel Agency, he men
tions the standard International
Student ID cards, and American
Youth Hostel cards, but becomes
more excited about various charter
and discount programs like the Laker
Skytrain.
"It's incredible that for $249
during the summer you can go from
LA to London. It's a neat little com
pany owned and managed by Freddie
Laker and two other people."
He mentioned another unique
program of worldwide camping
tours. "I'd love to go on one, par
ticularly the one fhrough South
America.
It's so expensive, but
someday I'll go."
Referring to his job, Parks said,
"It's demanding. To be in it (the
travel business), you have to love it,
and I really love it. I think that travel
is the most exciting thing you can do
in your life."
Mike says he plans to continue
his position as director, probably

through his senior year. Although
facing a possibly sharp budget for
next year's operation, Mike remains
enthusiastic about providing equal
better services.
Though now a sophomore, Parks
is not exactly sure as to when he'l
finish his studies at UOP in view 0(
his three majors, but doesn't seem to
be too concerned.
"Covell is such a special place for
me. I would never go any place else.
Here I have the same neat feeling 1
got in Brazil—it's an outlook about
people that is unusual here in the
U.S."
Parks enjoys the small, close
community in Covell. "It's not just a
school, it's a whole way of life. I
know it sounds corny, but it's true,
We are a family, and a really close
family, too. We have the kinds of
friendships that are long-lasting. It's
something that will never not be a
part of me."

Pharmacy Associates
directors appointed
Four appointments have been
announced to the Pacific Pharmacy
Associates Board of Directors at
UOP.
Re-elected to another term have
been pharmacists Charles Powers of
Modesto, Dino DeRanieri of San
Bruno and Fred C. Rowley of
Pleasant Hill.
Elected to her first term has been
Colleen R. Carter, a pharmacist in
Camarillo.
Miss Carter, who

graduated from UOP's School of
Pharmacy in 1976, is from Lompoc,
The Associates organization was
created to support pharmacy
education at Pacific. During the past
20 years members of the organization
have contributed more than
$120,000 toward improvements at
the school.
Dale R. Boothby, a pharmacist in
Grass Valley, is president of the
organization.

Seniors.. .what graduation speaker do you want?

More on...

Harold Spiess

Photo by Ann Miyoshi

Aide for handicapped

what other people have, nothing
more."
For years the disabled have been
treated as less than real people, have
had to settle for very limited lives
now, with the aid from legislation
such as that which is changing UOP,
they are being allowed opportunities

Kyle Morrison: I would like to have
Henry Miller speak at our graduation
on having opportunities fall into your
lap while living in Big Sur...being
cool and groovy.

to learn and to contribute to society.
The object is to make the
disabled community as independent,
as productive as possible—not to ovCr
disabled community as independent,
as productive as possible—not to
overcompensate, but only to be fair.

A tribute to finals
Now I lay me clown to study
I pray the Lord I won't go nutty.
If I should fail to learn this junk
I pray the Lord I will not flunk.
Now I lay me down to rest
and pray I pass tomorrow's test.
If I should die before I wake
That's one less test I'll have to take.
Lutheran Magazine

Peter dePenaloza: Kurt Vonnegut on
the viccisitudes of the life-after. The
necessity of integrated study.
Baseball.
And train schedules to
Trafalmadore.

Ann Hoffman: I would like to have
Abraham Lincoln speak on where we
go from here. He has two-hundred
years experience on me...Are you
going to get him for me?
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Rachel Burleson: Rosalyn Carter for
Covell. We tried but she had another
engagement and couldn't rearrange
her schedule. She's really interested
in Latin America, in the importance
of schools like Covell in bettering In
ter-American relations in coming
years.

Jeff Hammerly: I think that I would
like to have the Zen Master Dogen
Zen Ji hit me across the head with a
big board and say "Try again
Gaijin." But I'll settle for Cortlandt
Smith dealing me a
verbal
beating—encouraging me to redouble
my efforts.

Laurel White: John C. Lily
He
wrote
Man and Dolphin" from
which the movie "Day of the
Dolphins" was taken. He is a writer,
psychiatrist, and brain specialist. He
experimented
with drugs under
government funding.

